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Our entire known and recorded history of military organization and operation in the world would lead us to believe that,
as a species, we have never been able to live at peace with one
another. This apparently innate antagonism that mankind wages
against itself has been exploited as a major tool by those who
would control
the world,
to sway public opinion against
perceived enemies in order to control the masses. There can
be no doubt that this campaign has been successfully manipulated to the point where we now stand on the brink of possible
total nuclear annihilation of the planet. And where there was
no enemy, one has always been created to carry out these
objectives.
The New World Order mentioned in the title of
this article is neither new’(this plan is as old as the hills), nor
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does it imply order (it is just the opposite, total chaos).
As a naive young man, this author joined the military at age 19, and served
with “distinction” in the United States Marine Corps from 1968 to 197 1, during
the Vietnam “Conflict”, as an electronic technician and repairman of top-secret
encoding and decoding communications devices. In our extensive initial training
(and brainwashing) in the Marine Corps (the training received in self-discipline
has proved indispensable on numerous occasions), we were taught to respect
(Please
see U.S. Military Role In The New World Order, p-10: )
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One WorldGovernme
ChurchRevived
Editor 5 note: While CONTACT does not necessarily support Dr. Coleman’s blurring of the distinclion between the organized religion(s)
of Christianity
and true spirituality,
“Christianity”
does indeed remain a great (though somewhat disguised) POLZTZCAL
force in the evolution of the modern world. To order
copies of this an&or any other WIR publication,
please
write to: WI.R., 2533 N. Carson St.,Carson
City, NV
89706. We thank Dr. Colemanfor
sharing his thorough
research with our readership.
MAY 1990

DR. JOHN COLEMAN

Now that the plans of the Conspirators to form a
One World Government are more or less out in the
open, I believe that the time is right to draw attention
to the lesser known activities of the Washington-Moscow partnership in the religious theater of operations.
We have been led to believe that the Bolsheviks
are opposed to anything of a spiritual and religious
nature. In fact, this is not true at all. Mt. Athos remained the center of religious instruction for decades
and indeed retains that position today. The Bolshevik’s
hatred of religion was directed at Christianity.
The revival of the Fellowship of Faiths is a sign of
the times; barriers are allegedly down in Europe, and
the nations of Europe are said to be uniting in one big
happy family. As long as diverse religions remain a
force, the advent of a One World Government will be
delayed. As Bertrand Russell once remarked, “Reli-
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gion is a nuisance; if we cannot take control of it, then
we must get rid of it.”
The recently revived Fellowship of Faiths is a step
in the direction of what Lord Bertrand Russell had in
mind. Not all the wars in the world thus far have been
able to rid man of his spiritual awareness, and although
Christianity, like no other religion, has been savagely
attacked, and millions upon millions of Christians
slaughtered, it remains the greatest spiritual force in
the world today.
So, having failed to “get rid of it”, other tactics
are being employed, using the shop-worn relativistic
idea that all religions are the same and of equal value.
Proof that the onslaught against Christianity has not
diminished is to be found in the attack upon the II. S.
Constitution,
which is being mounted in increasing intensity by Lloyd Cutler, who was recently joined in
this effort by Attorney General Richard Thornburgh.
Why the massive effort to nut aside this great documerit? I have often stated that the U.S. Constitution is
second only to the Bible, and would not work unless
based on Christian law, which it is.
That political tyranny will sweep the land if we do
not have the protection of the Constitution
is clear. It
is one of the desired goals of the conspirators to bring
the people of this country to heel under a tyrannical
government. Only unrestricted private gun ownership
is standing between the American people and those
seeking to enslave them.
The spirit of evil, that hatred of the right to free-

dam embodied in the Constitution,

is gaining ground,
and grows stronger with the passage of time. Spiritually wicked men in high places abound; they are everywhere at work to enslave men, not only physically,
but spiritually also. A frightening example of how successful they have become confronts us in the largest
slave empire the world has ever known, to whit, the
Union of Socialist Soviet Republics.
We are supposed to believe that the Soviet Union
is disintegrating and that as a system it will soon be
archaic. This is not so. Communism will never change.
It may do so on the surface, but at the core there will
be little change.
I will believe Communism has changed when the
constitution of the USSR is scrapped. I will believe it
when the gates of the huge sprawling complex of inhuman prison and labor camps swing open, and when
the estimated twelve million political and religious
prisoners are released.
President Bush has not made this a condition of
any of the treasonous treaties he agreed to during the
Gorbachev “summit” meeting in Washington at the end
of May 1990. I say Gorbachev summit, for it certainly
was his show. One would have thought that the President of the United States would feel some pity for the
millions of enslaved people. Instead of vigorous protest, his lips remained sealed.
Where does the Fellowship of Faiths fit in? How
can it affect political events in a profound manner? To
get the answers to those questions, we must first of all

The Phoenix

CONTACT is a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens
everywhere, though it parti,cularly focuses onthe United States because of
this country’s special mission in the affairs of the world, That is, “As goes
the United States, so goes the world.”
CONTACT is a vehicle for Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn’s most
recent writings on important current affairs, plus those from other enLight-ening sources, on matters critical to a responsible and informed
public at this time of planetary transition and final days of battle between
the Forces of Light and the “Evil Empire” forces of darkness.
CONTACT exists to counteract the manipulating lies and clever halftruths put out (on purpose) by the regular print and broadcast media
prostitutes of the Satanic Elite controllers-parasites
who are in the
process of economically, physically, and spiritually collapsing this once
great country (and actually the entire planet) down to a slave-state level of
existence under their diabolical control plan called The New World Order.
This newspaper, CONTACT, began life on March 30, 1993, risen, like
the mythical bird, with great determination “up from the ashes” of its
internationally acclaimed predecessor called THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR.
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THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR,
in turn, began life in mid-October of 199 1, having
evolved from an earlier newsletter called the PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPRESS,
which itself came into existence as a faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you
readers than was possible with the more substantial “book” format of the PHEONIX
JOURNALS.
Much incredible ground has been covered so far in that mission.
While the PHOENIX LIBERA TOR ‘s motto reminded all that “The Truth Will
Set You Free”, the CONTACT’s motto, displayed prominently in the masthead,
takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims: “Ye
Shall
Know

The Truth

And The Truth

Shall

Make

You

Mad!”

The “Phoenix Project” is about those preparations needed-at body, mind and
soul levels-to both understand and survive the great healing changes which are
beginning to energize this beautiful little planet, now so frazzled and tortured from
abuses of all kinds. We look forward, with great expectations, to the CONTACTing
with all of you-a coming together that is rapidly taking place as the entire Phoenix
Project “ground crew” continues to connect, solidify, and gain strength through
becoming informed of THE TRUTH. Indeed, welcome aboard, friends!
-Dr.

Edwin

Editor-In-Chief,
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look into the history of this One World Government
movement.
The idea of a unified religious faith is certainly
not new. It is almost as old as Christianity itself, and
if we examine it closely, we will soon discover that the
main DurDose is to destroy Christianity.
Who were the men behind a fellowship of faiths?
The movement was the idea of Kedranath Das Gupta,
who was a member of the Executive Committee of proCommunist War Resisters League which advocates
armed proletarian revolution.
The first formal session of the Fellowship of Faiths
in America was held in Chicago in 1933, and the true
nature and intent of the movement was soon declared
by Sir Rabindrath Tagore, the founder of the pro-cornmunist school in India that bears his name, and underscored by Bishop Montgomery Brown, an Atheist-Communist keynote speaker. Montgomery closed one of
his speeches with the following admonition to the delegates who wildly cheered him:
“There will exist a complete World Fellowship of
Faiths only when the Gods are banished from the Skies
and the Capitalists from the Earth.”
It is interesting that Sir Rabindrath Tagore, a man
whose ideas were so at odds with the beliefs of the British, was knighted by the very people he was allegedly
railing against.
Sir Rabindrath was a great believer in sex education for very young children, We tend to think of this
plague upon our children as a new thing, but my research proved that far from being new, it has its roots
in the Cult of Dionysus (another name for Satan), and
that it was firmly established among the priests of Baa1
and the Egyption priesthood of Osiris.
It would be surprising to have found Christian
priests and leaders actually accepting the idea of a fellbwship of faiths and actively working together with
haters of Christianity back in 1910, if we did not see
the very same thing happening right before our eyes as
we enter the year AD 1990.
In 19 10, Sir Francis Younghusband (yet another
Knight of the British monarch), made the following
statement:
“The idea of a World Friendship of Faiths originated with an Indian and an American. Kedarnath Das
Gupta was a native of Chittagong in Eastern Bengal, a
town whose inhabitants are composed of four of the
great religions of the world.
“The idea occurred to Mr. Das Gupta that a fellowship for the union of East and West might be formed
for the mutual appreciation of each other’s standpoint.
He has worked for 25 years on this idea and latterly
found a co-operator in an American, Mr. Charles F.
Weller, who had for years been working hard for a
League of Neighbors.
“When they spoke to me a few years ago about
forming a Fellowship of Faiths, the idea made an instant appeal. In America, a Parliament of Religions
assembled in 1893. In Paris, in 1904, commenced a
series of sessions of the International Congress of History of Religions, other sessions of which were held in
Basle, Oxford and Leiden.”
It is not by accident that these c&es were chosen,
for especially in Basle, Oxford and Leiden, are found
the organizations who promote Liberation Theology.
The violent anti-Christian ideas generated there were
nurtured and then turned into action throughout the
world. Leiden today is THE center of revolutionary
ideas, and some consider it to be the home of Liberation Theology.
It was out of Leiden that the traitor Heissewitz
came, the son of a Jewish Rabbi who succeeded in dividing the Christian church in South Africa, and thus
opening the door to the heathen black hordes of the
African National Congress to swarm in. If ever there
was a case of treason against the Christian faith, that
dishonor belongs to Professor Heissewitz, alias Professor Heynes,
a dedicated
spiritual
enemy of
Christiandom.

To return to the statement made by Sir Thomas
Youngblood:
“In London in 1924, a Conference of the Living
Religions of the Empire (the British empire), was held.
And in 1933, in Chicago, continued in 1934 in New
York, a Congress of the World Fellowship of Faiths
was convened under the presidency of the Honorable
Herbert Hoover and Miss Jane Addams.
“The Maharajah Gaekwar of Baroda was elected
lnlernational President; it is now proposed to ho!d in
London in 1936, a second such Congr&s.”
The most striking objection to such a “meeting of
religious minds” comes from the words of Christ, who
asked, “What communion doth darkness have with
light.” In those few profound words lie the death knell
of ideas of people who have long sought the demise of
Christianity by merging, or better yet, submerging it
in a floodtide of other religions.
Christianity is unique; it stands alone, it is the basis
of the economic system we call Capitalism, although
since the turn of the century, Capitalism has been utterly prostituted and debased by the Conspirators of
the One World Government. Without Christianity, the
world would plunge into a New Dark Age, such as overwhelmed it during the 15th century.
The Christian creed was not appreciated by Sir
Thomas Youngblood. It is not appreciated by the legislators of this country.
The Fellowship of Faiths
sought to merge Christianity with other religions and
so cause it to lose its unique identity, and the legislators of this country have carried forward Youngblood’s
ideas. We see it in the falsely vile doctrine of “separation of church and state.” What is really meant by this
term? 1 believe it means THE SUPPRESSION OF
CHRISTIANITY.
Youngblood did not explain the nature of the Threefold Movement and the League of Neighbors. No wonder, when it becomes known that both the foregoing
stood for unbridled revolution against Christianity and
the Western ideals which rest upon it,
As already mentioned, the founder of the “Threefold Movement” was Kedarnath Das Gupta, a real dyedin-the-wool Communist revolutionary. Other notables
who joined with Das Gupta were as follows:
Keith Hardie: A Communist member of the British Labour Party.
Felix Adler: A notable Zionist and founder of the
leftist Ethical Culture Society in New York.
H. G. Wells: Representing Bertrand Russell and
the pro-drug league headed by Aldous Huxley, Wells
was an ardent Socialist and a member of the Socialist
International Society founded in 1919. Wells was also
a member of the secret Masonic society, Kibbo Kift
Kindred, “Clarte.” It took a lot of digging on my part
to find anything about KKK and “Clarte.”
What 1 turned up was the KKK-“Clarte” had its
headquarters in the Grand Orient Nine Sisters Lodge
in Paris, the same Freemasonic lodge which played a
major role in the bloody French Revolution, and of
which Moses Hess, one of the most virulent Cornmunists the world had ever known, was a member
Hess and Wells actively supported the offspring of
Clarte: the Society for Cultural Relations with Soviet
Russia. It was in the confines of the sinister Nine Sisters Freemasonic lodge in Paris that Wells made the
statement that set him in opposition to Christianity,
and which later appeared in his book, The Shape of
Things to Come:

“Henceforth, the new world government will not
brook the competition of rival religious systems. It
will have no place for Christianity. There must henceforth be only one faith in the world, the moral expression of the world community.”
Annie Besant: Besant was a notable member of
the Fabian Society established in London by Sydney
and Beatrice Webb, as a leftist club for the Elite of
Britain, the sole purpose of which was to foment a climate in which Communism would become acceptable.
Besant was the spiritual successor to Madame
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Blavatsky, founder of Theosophy. Besant was head of
Co-Masonry and was allied with Clarte and the Grand
Orient Nine Sisters Lodge. Besant was very active in
promoting what she called “social democracy”, one of
the forerunners of Willy Brandt’s “Socialist lnternational”.
We shall come to the great harm done by all of the
people, and 1 shall mention the organizations they represented at the time, and whose successors now befoul
this great land, the United States of America.
Miss Jane Addams: Addams founded the Women’s
International League, in conjuction with Mrs. Pethwick
Lawrence. Notice these are big “society” names, not
the types one associates with the mad bombers who
were attacking the Czar and his family in Russia.
Addams was an enthusiastic backer of Wall Street
investment in the Soviet Union, and a stockholder in
Nicolai Lenin’s Russian-American Industrial Corporation and the Communist Federation Press.
Apart from Lenin, another close friend of Addams
was Rosika Schwimmer. Schwimmer is interesting because she was a close confidant of Count Karloyi, the
man who handed Hungary on a plate to the Red terror
directed by the beast, the foul murderer, “Bela Kuhn”,
(real name, Cohen). It was Addams who arranged a
lecture tour of America for Count Karloyi. Addams
was a member of the Federal Council of Churches.
Among her closest friends were the Freemasons
Dr. Glen Frank, Dr. John Lamp and Dr. Newton Baker,
all Communists.
Mrs. Pethwick Lawrence: Definitely a member of
the “upper crust” and a notable society figure in London in the early 19OOs, Mrs. Pethwick Lawrence was
co-founder of the Women’s International League, along
with Jane Addams. Like Addams, she was a member
of Co-Masonry and a leading member of Blavatsky and
Besant’s Theosophical Society.
Mr. Charles Weller: Mr. Weller was a CapitalistCommunist millionaire at a period in history where
the term really meant something. He was not a Donald
Trump-type of millionaire. The task of organizing the
American chapter of the Fellowship of Faiths was given
to Weller, who quickly obtained the blessing of Samuel
Untermeyer, a leading American Jewish Zionist and
one of the controllers of President Woodrow Wilson.
Untermeyer received Weller’s proposal with great
glee and immediately took it to Woodrow Wilson, who
endorsed it on the instructions of another of his controllers, Mr. Justice Brandeis. In fact, the controllers
of President Woodrow Wilson, Baruch, Untermeyer and
Brandeis, made no secret of their blackmail powers over
President Wilson.
1 can do no better in this regard than to quote one
of their close associates, a Mr. Samuel Landman, of
the New Zionist Organization: “Mr. Woodrow Wilson,
for good and sufficient reasons, always attached the
greatest importance to the advice of a very prominent
Zionist.” He should have said, “to three prominent
Zionists.”
The “good and sufficient reasons”, referred to by
Mr. Landman were the packet of he letters written
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The Threefold Movement started bv Charles Weller
and Das Gupta in 1924, held meetings all over Britain
and America. By 1925, they had held 253 meetings,
one of which was in London under the Presidency of
Dr. Noorwood of the City Temple. Thinly veiled attacks on Christianity were usually delivered at these
meetings, although some of them had as their theme,
“What Christianity means to me”.
Among the leaders and organizers of the Threefold Movement were to be found the following religions and respective people:
HINDUISM-Represented
by S. N. Malik of India, a member of Beni Isreal sect.
ZOROASTRIANISM-Represented
by Dr. A. D.
Jillia of the Parsees.
JUDAISM-Represented
by Rabbi A. A. Green of
the Hampstead, London synagogue.
MOHAMEDINISM-Represented
by M. A. Dard.
SPIRITUALISM-represented
by Arthur Conan
Doyle. Please note that this was the first time Spiritualism was held out to be a religion, a belief which continues to this day.
BUDDHISM-Represented
by
Angarika
Dharmapala.
THEOSOPHY-Represented
by Annie Besant.
The important point to remember is that all of these
religions are essentially anti-Christian, and ALL DENIED THE DEITY OF CHRIST. The contradictory
signals sent out by the Fellowship of Faiths was intended to lead to confusion and obscure the true mission of Christ.
It is noteworthy that literature published by the
Fellowship of Faiths was to be found in Communist
book stores all over America, Britain and Western Europe.
One of the distributors of such literature was the
American Society for Cultural Relations with Soviet
Russia. The First World Congress of the Fellowship
of Faiths in the U.S. was organized by Jane Addams,
and held in Chicago in 1933. We have already met Miss
Addams earlier.
One of the principal speakers at the Congress was
Bishop Montgomery Brown, an Atheist and National
Chairman of the Communist Workers International Relief, and a member of fifty other Communist organizations. Bishop Brown was a keynote speaker and below
are found two extracts from one of his speeches:
“There is one place in the world where they have
dared to end the exploitation of man-Russia!
In Russia, Science has replaced Religion, which is being
stamped out... The USSR is the forerunner of International Communism, which will gradually absorb all the
Capitalist States, which are gradually decaying away.”
“I have no temple and no creed.
“If any Government, Church or Institute opposes
I celebrate no mystic rite,
or stands in the way of this Communist State, they must
The human heart is all I need.
Wherein I worship day and night.
be ruthlessly overthrown and destroyed. If world unity
The human heart is all I need.
is to be attained, it must be arrived at through InternaFor I have found God ever theretional Communism, which can only be attained through
Love is the one sufficient creed,
the slogan: Banish the Gods from the Skies and CapiAnd comradeship the purest prayer.”
talists from the Earth. Then, and then only, will there
exist a complete World Fellowship of Faiths.”
Charles Weller and Das Gupta were effusive in their
This so-called prayer appears to be quite good on
the surface, but the human heart is not noted for gen- praise of Bishop Brown. Das Gupta stated “I am sure
others feel as I do, that they have the same beliefs as
erating true inspired love, which is why Christ’s
Blessed Incarnation and Bloody Passion were neces- Bishop Brown, but have not had the courage to come
sary. It is the type of humanism inherited from the out and admit it. I want to say that I am thoroughly in
Fellowship of Faiths which is so prevalent today.
agreement with Bishop Brown’s sentiments.”
The Fellowship of Faiths failed to tell would-be
“WHAT COMMUNION HATH DARKNESS WITH
new members that is was FREEMASONIC THROUGH LIGHT?”
AND THROUGH. Perhaps it did not need to state the
Bishop Brown wrote a number of works including
obvious, as most new members drawn to it came from one entitled The Teachings of Marxfir Boys and Girls,
and seventeen short works on sex for children, which
the ranks of Freemasonry.
By 1926, the Fellowship of Faiths was a well-es- were widely distributed.
A survey of those who attablished friend of revolution. Rosicrucians dominated tended the First World Congress of the Fellowship of
its executive boards and committees. It had also formed Faiths reveals that all of the Organizers were Freemasons
an alliance with the Fellowship of Reconciliation,
-.
The Fellowship of Faiths, established as a Freewhose members in 1932, voted for the Communist
ticket in elections of that year, particularly in New York mason front, formed a new organization called the
League of Nations Union, which as I said earlier, played
and Chicago.

by Wilson to Mrs. Peck, who in exchange for’considerations for her embattled son, handed them over to either Untermeyer or Baruch.
Woodrow Wilson had a great passion for affairs
with married women, the Peck “romance” being one
such particularly torrid one. Foolishly,-Wilson
expressed his love-lorn sentiments in writing to Mrs.
Peck, an indiscretion which crippled Wilson’s Presidency and this nation along with him, and brought
about America’s entry into the First World War.
Both Wilson and Harding supported the League of
Neighbors, whose influence and input into the Paris
Peace Conference almost carried the day for the One
World traitors, and I will be talking more about that
and the Fellowship of Faiths effect upon present day
events as we continue.
Rabbi S. Wise: Wise succeeded Brandeis as Chairman of the Provincial Executive Committee for General Zionist Affairs. Wise was also a member of the
pro-Communist Emergency Peace Federation and 19
other inter-connected Socialist-cum-Communist
organizations, including the Fabian Society.
Many of these organizations are alive and kicking
in the U.S. under other names today in 1990 and are
just as much of a menace to our REPUBLICAN United
States of America as they were from 1919 onward.
Incidentally, Wise was the leading light of the Jewish World Congress in Geneva in August 1936, when
Congress reportedly
wholeheartedly
approved the
Samuel Untermeyer plan of war against Germany-this
being three years prior to the actual declaration of war
by Britain and France.
Upton Sinclair: Sinclair was a member of the International Revolutionary Writers and a member of a
number of affiliated societies along with Wise. Sinclair
gave outright support to the Fellowship of Faith idea
which would eventually unify and bring about a single
religion.
Sinclair gave Christianity a minus in this
equation.
Madame Sun Yat Sen: Madame Sun Yat Sen was
the wife of a Red Chinese Communist who rose to become the first Communist President of China. Madame Sun Yat Sen was a staunch supporter of the
American Civil Liberties Union.
It became clear from the membership of the League
of Neighbors that this was no organization devoted to
peace, stability and religious freedom. On the contrary, its revolutionary activities showed exactly what
the League intended. The following “poem”, called
“After the Order of Melchisidek” became part of the
manifesto of the Fellowship of Faiths:
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a profound role in influencing the outcome of the Paris
Peace Conference, which more than anything else,
guaranteed that there would be another maior war, the
Second World War.
As Sir Francis Youngblood
stated, “It (the
‘Union*), is here to provide a firm spiritual basis for
the League of Nations.” We can best judge what KIND
of spiritual basis was provided simply by looking at
the United Nations, successor to the League of Nations.
It is within the confines of this body and its religious
executive committee, the World Council of Churches,
that a revival of the Fellowship of Faiths as a One World
Government religion is taking place.
We in the West cannot afford to turn a blind eye to
this revival, which is gathering momentum as the falsehood that Communism is dying in Europe takes hold.
Either we believe that the Christian religion is the basis of our Constitution and stand by that or we will
perish.
It is time that we took our stand on Christianity,
and made it central to the political and economic future of this nation.
Either Christianity is the one true religion or it is
totally without substance. Christianity can learn nothing from other religions, which in the main, consist of
partial truths.
Christ is God Incarnate, who brought to this world
a perfect system of economics and politics, but which
has become so prostituted as to be virtually unrecognizable today. The teachings of Christ in our spiritual, political and economic life are perfect and of supreme and unequaled value.
Christ remains without peer. Christianity has no
equal and no rival. Christ’s enemies and the enemies
of the Christian church would have us believe otherwise, hence the revival of the Fellowship of Faiths as a
One World Government entity.
This is not a religious issue only, it is a matter of
the survival of this nation as a REPUBLIC based upon
the laws of God, and NOT a democracy based upon the
laws of man. It is also a perfect economic system which
our forbearers did all they could to protect, for they
knew full well that once INDIAN BABYLONIAN
“Capitalism” gained ground, it would be but a short
time before the United States of America, the greatest
and most civilized country the world has ever known,
would perish.
Abraham Lincoln and John Kennedy were two U.S.
Presidents who were assassinated for the cause of justice. They knew what Babylonian “Capitalism” had
done and was doing to the country.
Abraham Lincoln wrote: “We gave the people of
this Republic, the greatest blessing they have ever
had-their
own paper money to pay their own debts.”
(These were called “Greenbacks”.)
Lincoln caused to be printed $449,338,902 of
these dollars and shortly thereafter, the London Times
said that Lincoln’s action “was mischievous financial
policy,” and called for the destruction of his government.
President John F. Kennedy also knew what the Federal Reserve Board was doing to the country, so on June
4, 1963, Kennedy signed a presidential document called
Executive Order 111 l(sic), which further amended
Executive Order 10289, of September 19, 1951.
This gave Kennedy, as President of the United
States, legal clearance to create interest-debt-free
money that would belong to the people, and by-pass
the Babylonian Federal Reserve Banks. On record is
the fact that $4,292,893,825 of cash money was issued.
For this, Kennedy was brutally and mercilessly gunned
down.
It is in this light that we are duty-bound to regard
the emergence of a “new” One World Religion which
seeks to destrov the Consfitution and then Christianity
itself
A
Today, a strenuous and deliberate war is being
waged against Christianity and that means against the
foundations on which the institutions of the Republic
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of the United States of America rest.
The forces supporting a One World Government
seek to replace Christianity with “isms” of all kinds,
including Deism, which they want to establish as a
world religion. Some may say to me, “Why are you so
concerned about religion?”
Well, I am not so concerned about religion as I am
about Christianity, for history shows that when Christianity begins to wane, civilization goes into a steep
decline. For me, Christianity extends well beyond the
portals of the Church.
All Christians have been
charged with being MILITANT. We are supposed to
be “the Church Militant”.
The anti-Christian crusade will pick up steam, as
the big lie that Communism is on the wane spreads
throughout the world. With it will come a renewed
cry for “equality, liberty and fraternity” and brotherhood. To achieve this goal we will be told it is necessary for us to give up “old ideas.” TO ESTABLISH A
FELLOWSHIP OF FAITHS, WE WILL HAVE TO
GIVE UP CHRISTIANITY.
This most serious of all revolutionary attacks is
the ongoing process started by Weishaupt, which has
continued unbroken ever since 1776, and as I pointed
out once, 1776 was a significant year. Leading the
revolutionary assault is the World Council of Churches,
(WCC) whose activities in the political field have resulted in profound changes in both politics and economics. The WCC is not so foolish to believe that
Christianity belongs in the portals of the church.
I thought it worthwhile to go over the history of
the Federal Council of Churches. The plank of this
quasi-Christian organization was to take over the affairs of civil government in all Christian countries.
This included strictly non-religious affairs.
My research proved beyond a shadow of a doubt
that the Federal Council of Churches was run by radical anti-Christian groups-which
its constitution allowed, many of the radical groups being members of
the Third International.
The aim of the Third International was to destroy Christianity. The Federal Council of Churches was run by militant revolutionaries.
The Federal Council of Churches claimed 20 million members in its heyday, a claim I have been able to
thoroughly debunk. The question of who financed the
Federal Council of Churches was also resolved when I
discovered that much of its financial support came from
carefully disguised Communist front organizations.
The FCC was active in setting the stage for the
plague of homosexuality
and lesbianism which has
descended upon this land. The FCC published explicit
sex instruction of an abominable kind. It is from this
beginning that the WCC picked up on homos and lesbians and promoted this filth, and have ever since fully
supported queers and lesbians. What was the object?
It was the destruction of Western Christian morals as
epitomized by 90% of the filth turned out by “Hollywood”.
The FCC was backed from the very beginning by
the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU). Anyone
of substance who attacked the FCC and the Fellowship
of Faiths soon found themselves in trouble with the
courts. The same holds good today, and any patriot
who openly conflicts with ACLU ideas will soon find
himself on the receiving end of lawsuits of all kinds.
The Fellowship of Faiths in its revived and revised
form is concentrating on making and consolidating
opinions for the Christian Church worldwide. One of
the strongholds of the Fellowship of Faiths is the Bahai
Movement.
Since a number of those who follow my tape series
have written to ask me about the Bahais, I will take
the opportunity to give a summarized response. The
movement was started in 1844, in Persia (today called
Iran), by Mirza Ali Muhammad. He was also known
as “Bab” or “Gate”. Unfortunately for Muhammad, in
1850, he was shot at Tabriz for his “revolutionary activities”.
Bahaism teaches that Zoroaster, Buddha, Confucius

and Jesus Christ were leaders who prepared the way
for the coming of the Mighty World Educator Bahau’lla
(The Glory of God), whose forerunner was Abdul Baha,
who died in 1921.
The Bahai Movement is very strong in Iran, Australia and Britain. What caught my attention is that
Bahaism is merelv FREEMASONRY IN DISGUISE,
and since Masonry and Theosophy are virtually indistinguishable, it is no wonder that the Bahai religion
became a world force to be reckoned with in such a
short time.
In the United States of America, the ecology shock
troops who will be unleashed in an all-out war against
It is
industry, has thousands of Bahais in its ranks.
there where the revived “Fellowship of Faiths” will
take hold. The ecology shock troops will be used in
much the same manner as the Danton-Marat Paris street
mobs were used in the Reign of Terror during the
French Revolution.
The Bahai Movement claims to be the perfect unity
of all religions, an idea which Freemasonry has supported in the past, and probably still does today, although not as openly as it once did in its articles in the
American Freemasonic publication, The Builder.
As
for the Bahais, they say that Masonry sprang-from their
feligion.
_
Madame Petrovna Blavatsky greatly favored the
Bahai Movement, so-it is worthwhile, I believe, to inelude a short statement of facts concerning this woman,
probably the most remarkable charlatan in recent times.
Blavatsky got her start through Herbert Burrowns,
who promoted her through the “Society for Physical
Research,” which was a select club for the aristocracy,
the rich and politically powerful of Victorian London,
She was later described by H.G. Wells, a member of
the Society for Physical Research, as -one of the most
accomplished, ingenuous and interesting impostors in
the world.”
Madame Blavatsky was initiated into the Carbonari
by Mazzini, a leading Freemason in Italy, who claimed
he received information
from the “Mahatmas”.
Blavatskly was a close associate of Garibaldi, and was
with him at the battles at Viterbro and Mentana.
She was greatly influenced by Victor Micahl, and
his circle, which included Rivail, all of whom were
revolutionaries and Freemasons of the Grand Orient.
She is reported to have greatly influenced the degenerate Scottish Rite Master Albert Pike, who was one of
Mazzini’s advisers and probably Mazzini’s closest confidant. Blavatsky ran the Theosophist Society up to
the time of her death in 189 1.
Her mantle was picked up by Dr. Annie Besant.
Mrs. Besant was Co-Mason under the control of the
Grand Orient Lodge in Paris, which made her a Vice
President of the Supreme Council and Grand Master
of the Supreme Council for Britain.
It is here where
the convergence of Freemasonry, Theosophy and Fellowship of Faiths is clearlv recoanizable.
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What happened to the Fellowship of Faiths?
Shortly before the close of the First World War, it became virtually indistinguishable from World Zionism
and following the close of that war, emerged as “The
League of Nations”. Then, just before the Second World
War, it surfaced in England as the Oxford Group, which
was succeeded by Moral Rearmament.
- Following the close of the Second World War, it
played a major role in the formation of the United Nations, and penetrated the American political scene
through the liberal left, where it was allied to student
revolutionary groups and a number of political organizations, such as the following:
THE
LEAGUE
FOR
INDUSTRIAL
DEMOCRACY

Social Democrats U.S.A.
Institute for Policy Studies
NATO, Political Wing
Club of Rome
The Cini Foundation
Cambridge Policy Studies Institute
Anti-Defamation Fact Finding League
Committee for a Democratic Majority
The United Nations
The Lucius Trust
New Democratic Coalition
War Resisters League
The Aspen Institute
Stanford Research
Greenpeace
The Fellowship of Faiths is a project of the “Olympians”, or if you prefer it, the Committee of Three Hundred. This ensures that spokespersons for some of the
richest and most powerful corporations in the world
will actively promote the Fellowship of Faith aims.
The Tavistock Institute will do its share by promoting a new breed of rock singers whose lyrics will
bring the message of a universal religion. This has been
in the works for the past two years [i.e., since 19881,
and it will be used to quiet the wave of resentment
sweeping through America over the horrifying and explicit rock lyrics promoting sex, drugs, suicide, murder, and the worship of Satan.
Tavistock is owned by the “Eagle Star Group”, so
it is assured of unlimited funding for the “Aquarian”
assault on Christianity. The Canadian and British
Broadcasting Services, under the direction of the Queen
of England, will throw their considerable weight behind the Fellowship of Faiths. I am expecting to see
hundreds of Christian ministers who should know better, get sucked into the Fellowship of Faiths, or whatever its new name will be.
The interlocking
families of giant companies
owned by the “Olympians,” can be verified by paging
through Standard and Poors, Dun and Bradstreet and
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the American and British Who k Who.
I have explained many times in my papers that
everything that happens in the political wing of NATO
is controlled by the “Olympians.”
Thus, we can expect that NATO too, will be used to promote the Fellowship of Faiths, as it rapidly gains the upper hand of
the military wing.
Everything can be traced back to the founders, carporate offricers and board members and owners of the
multinational banks and companies of the Committee
of Three Hundred in the London-centered
bankers,
traders and international drug traffickers.
As this includes the BBC, ABC, NBC and CBS, I
fully expect a mushrooming of “religious” programs,
which will be used as trial balloons to test support for
the ideas of a One World Religion.
The same Madison Avenue propagandists who sold
the American public the idea that Gorbachev is quite
different from his predecessors, have almost completed
their draft of how the media will handle the onslaught
apainst Christianity.
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Just as the American people were sold the idea that
it was better to let Lithuania go to the wall rather than
upset the good relations between Moscow and Washington, so too will we be sold the idea that it is better
to sacrifice Christian principles, if it means that peace
will descend upon the world.
The Social Sciences new scientists and the theologians of Liberation Theology will be trotted out, one
by one, to convince the skeptics that this is indeed a
step forward for humanity. They will be backed by
Judeo-Christian ministers who will iumo on the bandwagon in haste to join the “modern” movement.
Only it is not a modern movement, but the revival
of ancient ideas whose origins are lost in antiquity. The
“ecology” movement will feature prominently in corning events, under the direction of Atlantic Richfield
company chairman Robert 0. Anderson, a protege of
Robert Maynard Hutchins, probably the closest collaborator whom H.G. Wells ever had.
Anderson went to school with Mrs. Katherine
Meyer Graham, master of the Washington Post, and

JUNE 4, 1996
we can expect to see a flurry of articles appear in that
paper, all in support of the Fellowship of Faiths.
Anderson is the controlling light behind “Earth
Day”, whose shock troops have already launched a series of attacks on industrial targets and has extensively
funded “Friends of the Earth”, and the United Nations
Conference on the environment.
Anderson is a m
ranking inner-core member of the Scottish Rite of
Freemasonaru.
Anderson’s influence reaches far beyond the shores
of these United States. In 1976, Anderson bought the
Observer Ltd., newspaper, and installed Club of Rome
members and One World Government officials Thorton
Bradshaw, David Astor, Sir Mark Turner and Frank
Stanton to run it.
Allied with this group of “environmentalists”,
is a
powerful dope hierarchy which includes Kleinwort
Benson. Turner is on the board of the Royal Institute
for International Affairs, and chairman of Bank of
America, the Toronto Dominion Bank and the National
Cash Register Company.
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It is the destruction of this unifying force that the the true nature and intent of the forces arrayed against
I mention these facts to give us a very clear understanding of the forces arrayed on the side of the Fel- Fellowship of Faiths has set its sights on. The same Christianity and the Republic of the United States of
lowship of Faiths in the coming onslaught against so-called “spirit of investigation” in America, that led America.
The coming year will be a crucial one in the road
Henry Steel Olcott and George H. Fell to form the TheChristianity.
In the Soviet Union, Mrs. Risa Gorbachev has been osophy Society of America, as a force to counter the toward a One World Government. Again, I urge you
not to think of this battle as a religious matter; of course
coordinating unity with the Russian Orthodox Church, spread of Christianity, is now at work once again.
it
is that, but its ramifications are vast and will affect
I
have
not
yet
received
the
new
name
which
the
and her so-called Cultural Society, and is linked to
many of the above organizations through Armand Ham- old Fellowship of Faiths will adopt. In the light of every facet of our lives, and the lives of generations to
mer and David Rockerfeller. Thus, the stage is set for past experience, we may safely believe that it will be come, and may
.__even be a key factor as to whether we
some high and lofty title which will completely obscure as a nation will survive or not.
a renewal of the Fellowship of Faiths.
During the historic meeting between
Gorbachev and Pope John Paul II, it was
Gorbachev who proposed a religious summit between the Eastern religions in his
country and the West. This was enthusiastically received by the Pope. From this
sprang the Synod of the Bishops of Europe from the Atlantic to the Urals.
What Pope John Paul II has in mind
differs from what the Gorbachev and the
Fellowship of Faiths expects to achieve,
and as there are at least 120 high ranking Masons in the Vatican, it is the Fellowship of Faiths which is likely to infiltrate and dominate proceedings of the Synod.
It may come as a surprise to some that
Pane John I lost his life because he gave
orders to Cardinal Pilot, the then-secretary of State, to immediately
rid the
Vatican of Masons. Pope John I was poisoned the same night he gave the order
to Vilot.
Cardinal Vilot died a short while later
THROUGH
MIND
CONTROL
under very suspicious circumces.
When
Pope John Paul II took over the papacy, the
long tradition of carrying out the wishes of
the previous Pope was dropped. titican FreeThe True Life Story of a CIA Slave
masons remain more firmly entrenched than
by Cathy O’Brien with Mark Phillips
ever before.
On the advice of one of these, or per- -rIIIII-IIIIIIIIIIIII-IIIIIIII-IIIIIIIII-II-~
haps even a number of Masons, the Pope
I
has chosen Velehrad in Czechoslovakia
1
BOOK ORDER FORM
as the site for the Synod. Velehrad is 1
where the tomb of St. Methodius lies, I
who along with his brother, St. Cyril, i
Prices quoted in U.S. dollars:
Christanised the Eastern regions.
I
l-10 books (per order) = $12.00
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11-25 books = $10.00 each; 26 or more books = $8.00 each
the President of Czechoslovakia, Vaclav
Havel, believed by my sources to be a I
See Back Page for shipping and handling charges
Mason, who stated: “I dare say that in I
*Prices are subject to change after 1995 first printing.
this moment I am participating
in a I
miracle. The miracle is that in the court- I
(Please Print or Type)
try devastated by the rule of the ignorant, I
arrives a messenger of love.”
ORDERED
BY:
I
The Pope expects to reach Russia via
Czechoslovakia.
Speaking to students at I
Ship To:
Name:
St. Charles University, Pope John Paul 1
II said, “If Europe’s historical memory 1
does not reach beyond the ideals of en- 1
lightenment its new unity will have su- 1
Street Addres4P.O. Box
Street AddressIP.0. Box
perficial foundations.”
This is exactly 1
the situation the Fellowship of Faiths 1
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City, State, Zip/Country Code
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Continuing, Pope John Paul II said, I
“Christianity, brought into this continent 1
Number of Books ordered:
by the Apostles and penetrated into vari- 1
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ous parts by the actions of Benedict,
1
$
Cyril, Adalbert, and countless hosts of i
See Back Page for shipping and handling charges:
saints, is at the very roots of European 1
TOTAL:
:
Culture.”
I
Now the Pope was not talking about ,
ANY OTHER RELIGION.
Pope John
Mail your order with Cash, Check, or Money Order in U.S. Funds to:
I
Paul II was explaining how Christianity
Phoenix Source Distributors
had made it possible for a European Civi- 1
lization to grow. He did not say that this 1
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growth was due to the Albergensians or 1
Las Vegas, NV 89126
the Cathars; it was Christianity alone that I
for credit card orders call l-800-800-5565
had brought about the development and g
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Article 1
Are You Anti-Semitic?
In a recent deposition of Doris J. Ekker concerning
the lawsuit over the non-sale of their home almost eight
years ago by an auctioneer who certified the sale but did
not actually hold it as scheduled, Steven Horn, attorney
defending Santa Barbara Savings and Loan, its afftliated corporations, RTC and the auctioneer, asked Mrs.
Ekker: Are you anti-Semitic?
The subject, in my opinion, is totally irrelevant to
the issues in point, and the question is beyond that
allowed by our Constitution, which guarantees -the
people the right to their personal, religious and political beliefs, as well as the right to free speech. Was this
question a personal concern which attorney Horn interjetted into the proceedings or is there something more
to his line of questioning?
I do not know. Nevertheless, it is a fact that the
citizens in Europe and Canada, as well as elsewhere,
have reported that laws have been thrust upon them in
their countries which punish those accused of any
suspicioned, voiced or active opposition to the “Semites”
(aka “Jews”), In these countries it is dangerous to be
accused of being “anti-Semitic”. In spite of our constitutional protections, there arepro-Zionist groups today
who are also trying to make this a law in the United
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’ idea of “anti-Semitism” is one widely and strongly kept
before the public today by the controlled media and the
Anti-Defamation League (ADL), which is an organization under the umbrella of the B’nai B’rith, a secret
Jewish Masonic Order. (Ref.: Encyclopedia Judaica
and Destruction of Freemasonry Through Revelation
of Their Secrets) There are very few Arabs who relate
to the idea of “anti-Semitism”, not having the ADL
behind them and being Semites themselves. Many of
them probably would classify themselves now, after
States.
Is Mr. Horn among them? WiB the judge their treatment in Palestine by the mostly Khazarian
hearing the case be among them?
Jews, as anti-“Jewish” or anti-“Israel”.
From their
Who are the “Semites”? To be anti-anything you point of view, it is the Jews who are “anti-Semitic”,
must first know the meaning of the word in point. If meaning “anti-Arab”, in their case.
you ask an Arab if he is anti-Semitic, he will respond,
Mrs. Ekker responded to Mr. Horn’s question by
“Of course not, I am Semitic.“(
Look up the word saying: “No, I am a Semite”, Mr. Horn did not pursue
and its derivatives in the dictionary, especially an older the question.
When the deposition was typed and
edition. According to the American College Dictio- distributed by the court reporter this response had been
narydl962) the words mean, (quote):
changed to: “No, I am sympathetic”.(l!)
Mrs. Ekker is
attempting to correct the record.
Semite: n. a member of a speech family comprisWhat did Mrs. Ekker mean by “I am a Semite”? I
ing the Hebrews, Arabs, Assyrians, etc., supposedly do not speak for Mrs. Ekker. However, it is my underdescended from Shem (aka Sem) (Gen. 10).
standing that she meant she was a descendent of Semjasa,
Spmitic: n. 1. an important family of languages the forefather of all the White race on Earth, according
related to-the Hamitic, including Akkadian, Hebrew, to Hatonn. Therefore, she is a “Semite”, although not
Aramaic, Arabic and Amharic. adj. 2. of or pertaining the kind understood by most “religions” or historians
to the Semites or their languages.
today. Those who have been following Hatonn’s teachSemitism: n. 1. Semitic characteristics, esp. the ings, and/or have read my research in The Garden of
“ways, ideas, influences, etc., of the Jewish people. 2. a Aton, will know that much of the truth of the way things
Semitic word or idiom.
were has been lost or rewritten through the ages. Still,
some remnants remain in the Bible. If you can accept
(End quote)
the idea that most of the races on Earth were originally
brought here from another place, and/or seeded by
Therefore, to be in accord even with today’s under- people from another place, you will better understand
standings, if you are “anti-Semitic” you are anti-Arab, how Mrs. Ekker could be a“Semite” (i.e., a descendant
anti-Assyrian, anti-Hebrew, etc. Did Mr. Horn intend of Semjasa, one of God’s Hosts). In fact, it appears,
to include the Arabs and others within his meaning of that the people who were identified as Semites,
the word? You will have to askMr. Horn. However, the Heberites, Eberites (aka Heber, with the prefix “H”
dropped by some scholars),
Iberians (Spanish)
(Hiberians in Latin), Hibernians (Irish), from Hebrides
(Scotland), Habiru (Middle East), Hebrew, etc., may
have come from a “place beyond”, according to the
Bible, Genesis 20:21, (KJV, purchased 1940), quote:
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Please aend $6.00 plus $2.50 for shipping 8s handling; Nevada residents,
please add 7% sales tax.

Unto Shem (aka Sem) also, the father of all the
Children of Eber, the brother of Japheth the elder, even
to him were children born. (Parenthesis added.) (End
quote)
All of these groups of people, and perhaps others as
well, derive their names from a common root, the
consonantal word HBR.
The word “Eber” means, according to my Bible
Concordance, a “place beyond”, and Sem was the
father of all these people. (Ref.: Concordance by
Oxford University Press and attached to my KJV of the
Bible.) Of course, several understandings have been
given to the word, understanding which cannot be
affirmed.
Nevertheless, in the context of Hatonn’s
teachings, I believe it is a clue to our true forebearers.
In fact, there are many other .clues in the Bible as well
as other teachings which tend to support-this view (i.e.,
scriptures of the Japanese and oral teachings of some of
the Hopi Indians).
It is more than a little surprising that those who call
themselves “Jews” today would even claim to be
“Semitic” for another reason. The greater number of
them (from 75% to 90% according to various researchers) are Ashkenazi Jews, descendants of their eponymous ancestor, Noah’s son Japheth, according to biblical accounts. They are not Semites (descendents of
Sem or Shem), and therefore not sons of Abraham,
having no historical or hereditary “rights”, for example, to the land of Palestine. They are of the Kazarian
Jews, who accepted “Judaism” in the Sth-9th Century
A.D. However, this “Judaism” is primarily not that of
the Old Testament Hebrews, but is Babylonian Talmudism. Always keep in mind that there is a small
percentqage of Jews who are Judean and Torah-practic-
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ing Jews. They believe in God who is One and follow Santa Barbara Savings and Loan, their affiliates, the people in most cases; and no longer representative of
RTC and the auctioneer with fraud. How is Horn doing our Constitution.
God’s Laws. They are not Talmudists.
Therefore, when you question yourself as to whether this? There is little to base his defense upon regarding
Bibliography: Depositions of Doris J. and Eddy Jo
or not you are “anti-Semitic”, within the meaning of the actual no-sale. Ekkers have witnesses to prove Ekker, taken by Attorney Steven Horn in case no.2 14987,
the word being imposed and/or claimed by the there was no-sale-the
County Clerk, the Treasurer at to be heaid before the Superior Court, County of Kern,
Babylonian Talmudists, you need to know what is said City Hall and others. Horn consequently is going far Bakersfield,
California;
Encyclopedia
Judaica,
about you by the people claiming this distinction in the afield to desperately try to find some dishonorable
MacMillan Co., Jerusalem (1971), subjects: Semites,
book that they follow. I have written extensively about thing the Ekkers may have done in the last eight.years Japheth, Khazars, Ashkenaz, Ashkenazi, B’nai B’rith,
the Babylonian
Talmud in other articles. Suffice it to in order to impeach their testimony. He has questioned
Israel; The Thirteenth Tribe, by Arthur Koestler, Ransay here that it teaches those who follow it to consider everything to date: their beliefs, their family, their dom House, N.Y. (1976); CONTACT newspaper, 1 l[
the goyim (everyone not a “Jew”, aka goim, goi or business activity, etc.-long
after the no-sale, and -29/94, article: “Mystery, Bablyon the Great, and the
gentile) as animals, slaves, etc. It is rabidly anti- irrelevant to it. How can this possibly prove there was Babylonina Talmud, Section 1, and the 12/27/94 issue,
Christian and anti-Christ as well.
no sale, which of course is not being addressed at this article by the same name, Section 2, by Nora Boyles;
Thus, even ifyou would like to be “pro-Jewish”, for point? All of this overload of the system and apparent The Talmud Unmasked, by Revered I.B. Pranaitis, transexample, you are trapped by their own definitions of abuse costs $700 per hour. This case proves, in my lated from Russian to English by Col. E.N. Sanctuary,
you. To be “pro-Jewish” means, within the context of opinion, that precious few citizens will be able to available from Sons of Liberty, P.O. Box 449, Arabi,
their own belief system, that you (a goyim or gentilemount any kind of lawsuit against any kind of crime LA 70032 (I-800-882-91 19); The Jewish Religion, Its
anyone not a “Jew”) are against yourself. It is only the without considerable help from concerned others. Thank Influence Today, by Elizabeth Dilling, The Noontide
double-minded, foolish, dominated, oppressed, ignorent God the Ekkers have received what they needed to Press, P.O. Box 1248, Torrance, CA 90505 (1983);
and unworthy who could tolerate that situation for endure. With a few more like them and the concerned Judaism and the Vatican, by Vicomte Leon de Poncins,
long. The Talmudist’s belief system is that only the others, we may be able to turn this country around.
Omni Pub., P.O. Box 90056, Palmdale, CA, 93590,
Jews are men, the rest are animals to be exploited in
In my opinion, judges and attorneys have a primary subject: “Oral traditions”; American College Dictioresponsibility for the situation and the need to correct nary, Harper & Row (1962); Destruction
every way possible. They are anti-goyim, anti-gentile,
of Freemaanti-Arab, and I believe anti-constitutional
and there- it. Please send a copy of this to the governor and to the sonry Through Revelation of Their Secrets, by General
fore anti-American.
I believe this is the true nature of Bar Association in the states where you live. Addresses Erich Ludendorf (1927), translated by J. Elizabeth
the plans now afoot to bring about laws in the United can easily be obtained from your city or county librar- Koester (1975). Noontide Press, P.O. Box 76062, Los
States which would prohibit, on threat of severe pun- ian. I believe this case starkly reveals the runaway Angeles, CA 90005 (1977). (I understand this address
ishment, any suspicioned opposition to the Jews. (You greed and assumed autonomy of those running our is no longer a valid one. See address above following
can research this for yourselves. Many large libraries “injustice” system. It is no longer a servant of the reference to The Jewish Religion, Its Influence Today.)
have copies of this Talmud. Also, please see bibliography for other sources.) Please share this information
with your legislators and everyone else.
Immanuel taught us to love God first, and our
neighbors as ourselves. I believe this applies to both
“Jew” and “Gentile”.
The American people, in my
estimation, have been most generous to the Jews. Nevertheless, it is not psychologically
healthy or even
intended by God or our Constitution that anyone should
give over their rights and power to others, or to allow
themselves to be denigrated as a person, a race or a
believer of any “religion”.
It is certainly past the time, in my opinion, that the
Jews (Babylonian Talmudists) express their own appreciation for all the help the “goyim” in the United States
have given them. Further, like Popes John XXIII and
there is hesitancy,
Paul VI, who during Vatican Council II at the insistence of the Jews, removed dogma perceived to be
the chance to draw back,
offensive to the Jews from approved Catholic teachalways ineffectiveness. Concerning
ings, the Babylonian Talmudists need now in turn to
remove from their “book” all that is offensive to the
all acts of initiative (and creation), there
It is the only equitable thing to do, the
“goyim”.
is one elementary truth, the ignorance of
Christians have certainly met them more than halfway. In view of the continuing anti-goyim attitudes of
which kills countless ideas and splendid plans:
the Babylonian Talmudists it is not at all surprising to
that the moment one definitely commits oneself,
me that they would encounter what they term “antiSemitism”. In my view, much of this “anti-Semitism”
then Providence moves, too. All sorts of things
could well be in most cases a healthy respect for oneoccur to help one that would never otherwise have
self, be you American, Arab, European, Canadian, or
whatever.
occurred. A whole stream of events issues from the
If you are asked in the future whether or not you ar?
decision, raising in one’s favour all manner of’
anti-Semitic, I suggest you insist that the questioner
define the term. Further, instead of accepting the guilt
unforeseen incidents and meetings and material
I believe is deliberately implied by such a question,
assistance, which no man could have dreamt
return the question to the questioner. Ask them: .Are
you anti-gentile?
Are you anti-American?
-Are you
would have come his way. I have learned a
anti-Christian?, etc. I believe this may encourage them
deep respect for one of Goethe’s couplets:
to take a closer look at their own offensive book, and the
leaders who teach them the path they choose to tread.
“Whatever you can do, or dream you can,
The question, “Are you anti-Semitic‘?“, was in my
begin it./ Boldness has genius, power,
opinion a mere fraction of all the obviously irrelevant
and magic in it.”
questions imposed on both Mr. and Mrs. Ekker during
several days of depositions costing $700 per hour. It
- appears that the opposition intends to bre’ak the Ekkers,
financially or otherwise. This non-sale house case has
Quotation from The Scottish Himalayan Expedition,
run for over eight years, and the Ekkers have yet to have
by W.H. Murray, published by J.M. Dent
their day to speak in court. Mr. Steven Horn has
& Sons, Ltd., 195 1
represented the opposition throughout these long years.
Mr. Horn admits in effect that during these depositions
he is trying to discredit the Ekkers, who have charged
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and revere certain distinguished Marine Corps officers and enlisted men who had performed exemplary
service in achieving major military objectives.
One of these officers who was held out very highly
as one of the most distinguished of all Marine Corps
leaders was Major General Smedley D. Butler. There
was no shortage of references to the great military accomplishments he had made in the early part of this
century. Gen. Butler was able to complete some very
interesting maneuvers, and on at least one occasion,
against resistant Nicaraguans, without ever firing a
single shot. This man was indeed quite brilliant.
But what was never revealed to us while serving
in the Marine Corps was what Gen. Butler decided to
do after retiring from the Corps.
It was as though
this side of his life never existed. He went public with
all the things he had kept inside of himself for those
many years, And this is what makes this man truly
brilliant.
This author has obtained, from an undisclosed
source, a published list of “Radical Periodicals in the
United States, 1890-1960, First Series”, which lists
67 separate publications. It seems obvious, from having read some of the publications, that the reason they
were considered radical periodicals is due to the very
simple fact that they took an impartial and objective
view in examining the corrupt activities conducted
around the world by our government and other governments. The writers and publishers of these periodicals may not have been aware of it at the time, but
they were observing and exposing an emerging New
World Order as it unfolded on our “modern” world
stage. The list of these Radical Periodicals is included
here, and shows, by their titles and years of publication, the general insight that was gleaned at certain
times. The reader may yet be able to obtain information on some of these periodicals from the U.C.L.A.
Library, Archives on Microfilm.
One of these periodicals was called Common Sense,
published from 1932-1946. After Gen. Smedley Butler retired from military service, he decided to go public with some of his knowledge about what he had been
involved in with the Marine Corps, and wrote a series
of 4 articles over a four-month period beginning with
the October 1935 issue of Common Sense. The articles
cover a wide spectrum of U.S. Military operations, including National Guard actions domestically against
striking American workers. Gen. Butler lets us know,
in no uncertain terms, that he was, in essence, a racketeer and enforcer for Big Business, for Wall Street,
and the bankers.
Here is some of what he had to say in the November 1935 issue of Common Sense, (quoting:)
I Was a Racketeer.
It may seem odd for me, a military man, to adopt
such a comparison.
Truthfulness compels me to. I
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spent 33 years and 4 months in active service as a member of our country’s most agile military force-the
Marine Corps. I served in all commissioned ranks from
a second lieutenant to Major General. And during that
period I spent most of my time being a high-class
muscle man for Big Business, for Wall Street and for
the bankers. In short, I was a racketeer for capitalism.
I suspected I was just part of a racket at the time.
Now I am sure of it. Like all members of the military
profession I never had an original thought until I left
the service. My mental faculties remained in suspended
animation while I obeyed the orders of the higher-ups.
This is typical of everyone in the military service.
Thus I helped make Mexico and especially Tampico
safe for American oil interests in 1914. I helped make
Haiti and Cuba a decent place for the National City
Bank boys to collect revenues in. I helped in the raping of half-a-dozen Central American republics for the
benefit of Wall Street. The record of racketeering is
long. I helped purify Nicaragua for the international
banking house of Brown Brothers in 1909-12. I brought
light to the Dominican Republic for American sugar
interests in 19 16. I helped make Honduras “right” for
American fruit companies in 1903. In China in 1927 I
helped to see to it that Standard Oil went its way unmolested.
During those years, I had, as the boys in the back
room would say, a swell racket. I was rewarded with
honors, medals, promotion. Looking back on it, I feel
I might have given Al Capone a few hints. The best
he could do was to operate his racket in three city districts.
We Marines operated on three continents. (End Quote)
Gen. Butler contends, from his perspective, that
we have never fought a defensive war. The intent is
always offensive, in the name of “National Defense”
(today it is called National Security), but to anyone
who observes what takes place behind the scenes, the
military might of the world works for the international
bankers and big business.
Gen. Butler speaks about the War Department.
After World War II, that name was changed to the Department of Defense. It is still the War Department,
but with a new name, not to deceive those in the military, but to deceive those of us who are expected to pay
for their escapades. Preparation for defense sounds
better than preparation for war, no matter if it is a lie.
We quote here again from the November 1935 issue of Common Sense (Quoting:)
OUR

IDEAL

NEVER

DEFENSIVE

Lest this seem to be the bellicose pipe dream of
some dyspeptic desk soldier, let us remember that the
military ideal of our country has never been defensive
warfare. Since the Revolution, only the United Kingdom has beaten our record for square miles of territory

acquired by military conquest. Our exploits against
the American Indian, against the Filipinos, the Mexicans, and against Spain are on a par with the campaigns of Genghis Khan, the Japanese in Manchuria
and the African attack of Mussolini. No country has
ever declared war on us before we first obliged them
with that gesture. Our whole history shows we have
never fought a defensive war...
Actually our armed forces have up-to-date plans
for offensive warfare against almost every country on
the globe-all in the sacred name of “national defense”...
The gold braid boys (Generals and Admirals) are
reliable puppets, obeying the string-pulling of their
bosses and bowing to imperialist expediency whenever
commanded. (End Quote)
Just what does Gen. Butler say about the intricate
connection between Wall Street, the bankers, and Big
Business on the one hand, and our military on the
other? We quote here from the October 1935 issue of
Common Sense, (quoting:)
The generals, besides being reactionary and possessing the backwardness of the military mind, are so
closely identified with Big Business that the status quo
is their first consideration. The average War Department officer is forever hoping he can step from his
lowly position into some big industrial vice presidency... The generals, too, look with soft eyes upon
Wall Street and banking, and when they retire they
hope, oftimes with success, to enter these fields. They
have a large stake in the present and the future of the
system. If they can inculcate their particular brand of
military fascism widely enough and insulate their military system against all outside influences they will feel
safe in giving any orders.” (End Quote)
And in the December 1935 issue of CommonSense, Gen.
Butler said the following about our Navy, (quoting:)
“It is Wall Street’s bill collector and profit maker,
thereby earning the support of Big Business and industry.. .
The American Navy has always been more than
obliging to Wall Street. Utilizing its Marine Corps,
the Navy occupied Haiti for 18 months and successfully kept the Haitians from holding elections or their
Congress from meeting. The Navy occupied Santo
Domingo for 10 years... Until 1922 the Navy occupied
a province of Cuba... In all these occupations and “civilizing” expeditions and forays of capitalistic expediency the Navy, of course, was acting at the behest of
our State Department, which is to say, Wall Street. The
interests of the big New York banks were ably
promoted: National City Bank, Brown Brothers, J. &
W. Seligman and other houses-of-issue getting their
investments pulled out of the fire. In addition, the
bankers in Bolivia and.. . Columbia operated under the
protective influence of the Navy’s cruisers and destroyers. (End Quote)
Should we expect that things are any different today, that there is any less involvement between big
money and the military? If anything, it appears to be
much worse. It appears that the purpose of the military today is to insure that the wealth of the international bankers is maintained, and increased if deemed
necessary, to crush into submission any nation or part
thereof which could or does attempt to oppose the military machine and plans of the international bankers,
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and to be used, if the situation warrants it, upon the
unsuspecting domestic population who at times become
restless and discontent while suffering under the corruption they are forced to endure.
Gen. Butler discussed the domestic role of the military against those who organized into labor unions
(much to the dismay of big business, as such actions
threatened their profits) and against “subversives”, in
the November 1935 issue of Common Sense, (quoting:)
Our National Guardsmen have done even better.
In the past two years large National Guard forces have
seen active service in 20 strikes in as many different
states, from the Pacific Coast to New England, from
Minnesota to Georgia. They have used gas, bullets,
and tanks-the
most lethal weapons of modern war
against striking workers. Casualty lists have been
impressive. In one instance they erected barbed wire
concentration camps in Georgia to “co-ordinate” striking workers with all the efficiency of the fascist repressive technique. . .
The intelligence men further justify their jobs by
spy work on radical gatherings, by attending public
forums in an attempt to detect political or economic
heresy, by keeping tabs on various suspects, and by
smelling out what they consider to be subversive activities everywhere... In the New York area, for instance, the military intelligence officers are especially
busy... Radical meetings are attended, notes taken,
speakers listed, and as many of the audience identified
as possible.
It is well known in liberal and radical
circles that the military intelligence units have been
planting men within suspected organizations.
Often
the “plant” appears in uniform carrying a radical
publication.. . (End Quote)
Planting informers is nothing new, and from this
author’s own observations, it is rare indeed to find any
organization informed about what our government does,
that is without a plant.
But, barbed wire concentration camps in Georgia?
If this was already done in the early 1930s against striking workers, why should we expect it wouldn’t be done
again under F.E.M.A. (Federal Emergency Management Agency), or with United Nations troops, if some
calamitous and/or catastrophic situation(s) demanded
such extreme measures?? A precedent has already been
set over 60 years ago!
Gen. Butler makes some very sound suggestions
for correcting the abuses of military power by those
who pull the strings. We quote here from the November 1935 issue of Common Sense, (quoting:)
What is the Answer?
The correction of these evils is our immediate duty.
We must deny to our armed forces the functions of diplomats, politicians and agents provocateur. To do this
means reorienting the military both in location and in
policy as well. Our entire doctrine of war must be restated as a defensive doctrine in theory and adhered to
in practice. We must give up the Prussian ideal-carrying on offensive warfare and imposing our wills upon
other people in distant places.
Such doctrine is
unAmerican and vicious.. .
Finally, the clique that’has fastened itself upon
Washington and which is responsible for these powerful militaristic influences must be uprooted... There
must be no more reactionary and destructive intelligence work. The true domestic enemies of our nation
(are) hunger, injustice and exploitation.. .
Indeed, we need to make an about face. We must
change the provocative activities of our armed forces
into those of passive defense. If the military has any
excess energies, let them concern themselves with the
welfare of the whole people. We must insure that welfare by defending it, rather than seeking to attack someone else. (End Quote)
General Smedley Butler is a remarkable example
of a man. He went from being one of the most useful
tools of the power Elite, and then made a complete turnaround to become a truly eloquent and articulate
spokesman for the real American ideals.

He made mention in the last quote, to “reactionary
and destructive intelligence work”. Such could not be
more adequately portrayed today than by references to
our own Central intelligence Agency. For those who
might think the C.I.A. is involved in intelligence work,
guess again. That is the job of the N.S.A. (National
Security Agency), to be discussed in a future article.
The ‘Conclusion” to Ralph W. McGehee’s book,
Deadly Deceils--My 25 years in the C.I.A., begins with
the following paragraph, (quoting:)
The C.I. A. is not now nor has it ever been a central intelligence agency. It is the covert action arm of
the President’s foreign policy advisers. In that capacity it overthrows or supp6rts foreign governments while
reporting “intelligence” justifying those activities. It
shapes its intelligence, even in such critical areas as
Soviet nuclear weapon capability, to support presidential policy. Disinformation is a large part of its covert
action responsibility, and the American people are the
primary target audience of its lies. (End Quote)
Ralph McGehee reports in his book, on pages

Page

142-143, that the C.I.A. contrived and fabricated information and events in 1965, that led to U.S. Military
involvement in Vietnam. He should know, he was there.
The Vietnam “Conflict” was a long drawn-out nowin war. It appeared to be no-win as far as the people
were concerned, and the people, of course, were the
real losers. But, although it is of importance who wins
a war, what is of equal, if not greater, importance is
prosecuting a war. That is where the real money is
made by big business. Vietnam netted incredible profits for the banks, big business and the armaments manufactures. They made a real killing, no pun intended.
There is substantial documentation that this was
exactly the situation in World War II. The major oil
companies and the international bankers supported both
sides in the war. Again, they made a real killing, but
of even greater significance, what came out of World
War II was the establishment of the United Nations,
the effective front organization, and the new de facto
One World Government that clearly installed the New
World Order to full power.
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SOLTEC

ence lip of the Ring of Fire (the Sea of Peace Ocean). I
believe it is the Pacific Plate Tectonic, as you refer to it.
Commander Ceres Anthonius “Toniose” Soltec Please note that Australia is NOT within those boundpresent in the Light of Holy God of all magnificent
aries but is THE MOST IMPACTED by movement of
Creation. As I write, through this translator and scribe, the Pacific Plate. There is tremendous activity in the
we of my command are very busy monitoring the geo- outreach portions of Australia and New Zealand.
physical activities of Earth-Shan.
Georgia (Soviet Union) is a different matter and is
At this time you are experiencing a greatly stepped- in established upheaval to cause the Soviet Union to
up level of earthquake activity worldwide and, where remain united, for as the Russian Republic becomes
appropariate, also stepped-up volcanic action, along republicanized so will the other Bloc nations again rise
all of the major fault lines dividing your various tec- up and Georgia is one which is already at a level of
tonic plates.
unacceptable restlessness,
It is, of course, far more
As a matter of most serious observation, we fre- than that but it is a most dangerous game played when
quently call to your attention the actions around the you tamper with Mother Nature.
Pacific Plate because, especially as concerns the stabilYou people of Earth-Shan are either the most darity of your West Coast of America, that is the “gear” ing or the most foolish beings we have come upon in a
driving the machinery which shall precipitate impend- very long time of traveling.
ing great change for the United States.
The primitive people of the Philippines are terriBefore proceeding with a discussion of the current fied, just as are the natives of Australia and New
situation, I would like to refer back to a writing of mine. Zealand. for thev know the undereround is readv+ to
written through Dharma, from 6/15/91-just to remind “uncreate” those-islands or project up the entire ocean
is going to cause happenings like you can
YOU
for how long it has been that our lessons have been floor-which
offered and mostly forgotten or ignored.
only hold in the imagining. The atmospheric havoc is
proof of that activity.
It is the location of Mt. Pinatubo that is most
[QUOTING:]
As Hatonn told you in the past days-pay attention
distressing to the Indians of the region for it is a part of
for there is massive movement in the entire circumferthe predictions (clues) of changes which would come
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upon the people and the world (which, of course, to
them IS the Philippines and little more). The eruption
could have been from Taal, Caniaon, Mayon and it
would not have the same meaning as one which is
dormant for centuries.
Now, please, look to Japan and the earthquakes and
rumblings-this
is NOT unusual for Japan, but you
might well be seeing eruptions of those volcanos in
Japan, also, within hours or days. Whether or not you
hear of it, there will be great numbers of temblors in the
Aleutians and right down through your chain of volcanos in the North American continent and through the
entire circle to the south.
Earth man can precipitate earthquakes but he cannot control the activities very well, of volcanos. He can
detonate high level nuclear explosions within the craters or from underground placement, but to cause activity in the mountain itself, there has to be a hole opened
into the pressure caverns. This is why eruptions mean
far more to geologists of the observers in my geologic
survey teams, than does all the earthquakes you can produce.
[END OF QUOTING]
I have also chosen to example this particular writing from almost live years ago because of the teaching
theme running through it that “all is connected to
all” -that you cannot separate the earthquake or volcanic activities from the other shenanigans orchestrated
by your would-be kings of darkness. So, let us continue
with this lesson.
[RESUME QUOTING:]
As you study the upheaval in Georgia, U.S.S.R.
note its political proximity to both Turkey and Iran, the
Black Sea and the Caspian Sea and remember the
trouble in Azerbaijan and Armenia, both bordering to
the south and to the south-east. You ones must begin to
look at the WHOLE and stop using the telescope attached to the kaleidoscope which simply blinds you
through visions of colored glass.
The “state” of Georgia (U.S.S.R.), for instance, is
a restless nation with many uprisings which have been
quelled militarily-against
the wishes of “Russia”.
Russia has over 146 million people to be reckoned with
and Georgia has some 5.3 million to which the U.S.S.R.
must account. Almost all the states of the Republic will
side with Russia as the “party” grows stronger. Ah
indeed, Yeltsin is a man with whom to be reckoned, and
aid to little Georgia for earthquake relief may not be
sufficient any longer.
Georgia can be most central in damage on an
emotional level for it is in the western part of Transcaucasia and contains the largest manganese mines in the
world. Well, what could that be worth? Lots! It is often
a prime substance in the manufacture of steel, falling
into the 6th octave periodic register of elements, falling
into the same octave wherein argon is the seed and
running from fifth toward seventh includes potassium,
calcium, scandium, titanium, vanadium, chromium,
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manganese and iron with cobalt on the cusp. So you expect to know nothing about your little world and then
see, you would have a much higher frequency, or “finer” expect to be accepted without limits within the universteel than, say, vanadium or chromium. Lower in the sal cosmic order. You as a species (civilization) of
human physical beings are still quite in your infancy.
octave you have argon, chlorine, sulphur, phosphorus,
and silicon on the cusp. Moreover, manganese is a There is nothing “wrong” with that, it is just so unrelatively low-frequency element and is utilized in likely that your ability, at this stage of development and
producing low-frequency pulse beams. Indeed, the knowledge, allows you to participate in the great Federation of the cosmic experience.
U.S.S.R. would not like to lose that commodity.
You grow technologically into inability to control
Further, Georgia is rich in timber resources and
COAL mines. Basic industries are food, textiles, iron, or cope with that which you tinker. You will find your
steel, but it is resource for grain, tea, tobacco, fruits, brothers in the cosmos will not be very accepting of
grapes and other agricultural-related
products.
To your demands in a Council wherein you do not even
maintain control, the U.S.S.R. MUST control at least know the tectonic plates of your own planet. And I
Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan and especially the Ukrai- promise you that the ones who develop the death rays
nian SSR. In the Ukrainian SSR, for instance, are and weapons do not know anything about the working
less do the politicians who
almost 52 million people. Can you now see how frail a order of your globe-much
reed Mr. unpopular Gorbachev actually is blowing in control every facet of your existence in your physical
experience.
the winds of possibilities?
I recognize that I am
a “geologist”
by “trade”
but my commission is to
study
your
globe from
that particular aspect
within
the
“whole”.
I
could recommend nothing more important
to
your PHYSICAL input
than to get
good reference material
and KNOW
Y 0 U R
WORLD.
You ones of
Earth do not
even
know
your
own
bodies
and
very strong Earthquake
almost
Bougainville Island
NOTHING
Eastern Papua New Guinea
about
your
MW 7.2 14:40hr. 29
planet.
Y 0 u
speak of the
“Ring
of
Fire” and yet
you understand not the
connections and why, for instance, eruptions in the
Would this not be the wondrous gift one such as
Philippines are important! The Pacific Plate “gener- “Inquirer General” Cole COULD give unto his listenally” outlines the Ring of Fire, but oh, if you look no ers-or would he simply lose those who proclaim him
further, you are amiss in good judgment for there IS a “entertaining”?
You see, we of the Command do not
Philippine Plate which has great impact just as does the understand the insults to your intelligence which you
Indian Plate which encompasses Australia.
not only tolerate but encourage. “Understand” is not a
These particular plates are impacted greatly by the good word for use herein, for we DO understand what
movement of the Pacific Plate. Note also that the is happening and what is intended by your would-be
coastal areas of the volcano chain and the major west- King Masters, but our difficulty is the lack of exern coastal fault lines are within the North American pectation on the part of you-the-people to stand against
portion of the American Plate, while areas of Central the insults upon your experience.
America and northern South America are in the CaribI believe it should not have to be from an alien
bean Plate. South America is in the southern portion of being that you should be gaining your education regardthe American Plate.
ing these matters-it
should be from your learned
Now, you have to look at the area of Georgia which you teachers at your universities and kindergartens.
DO
will find in the Eurasian Plate which is affected by movement YOU NOT REALIZE THERE IS AN ADULT WITHIN
in both the American, Philippine and Pacific Plates. The EACH OF YOU TRYING TO GET OUT?
magnificent Himalayas are the crumpled consequence, for
Hatonn and Dharma are going to bring forth some
instance, of an Indian Plate pushing northward into and under very interesting information which might be worthy of
rigid Eurasia.
your attention; you keep working with the thin person
Do you begin to feel your education is lacking a bit trying to get out from the overweight trap; the inner
of valid input? Precious brothers, you simply cannot child coming into protection-NO,
NO, NO! Within
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each is an ADULT trying to get past the whole lot of the
garbage! Beyond the tending teddy bears. I believe
Hatonn will have you cuddle your Constilulion and
NOT your teddy bear and binkie. Haven’t all of you
slept with your binkie long enough??
When God says, “come as children unto me”, He
doesn’t mean with binkie and bunny. He means with
curiosity, flexibility
and eagerness to come into
KNOWLEDGE with Himself. He cares not about your
sexual or physical food preferences, nor other of the
physicalness. YOU MUST COME INTO KNOWING
THAT ALL OF THOSE THINGS ARE OF THE FLESHPHYSICAL EXPERIENCE AND YOU--YOU-WILL
COME INTO MATURITY AND KNOW-GE
OR
YOU WILL LINGER WITHIN THAT SHROUD OF
DISCONTENT AND RESTLESSNESS. SO BE IT.
You-the-people are on the brink of allowing the
Puppet-Masters to commit particle/atomic suicide of a

planet. Is it not time you gave up your binkie and
stopped this insanity7
I see that I have outstayed my welcome and will,
therefore, give my appreciation-with
a reminder or
two. Within the next few years of your counting, things
are going to heat up from your own place (I DO NOT
MEAN GLOBAL WARMING BS) and from your atmosphere. You are going to have a lot of radioactive
debris pouring back in on your orb and, if you don’t get
with the program and petition assistance, you are going
to all get a very big hotfoot.
[END OF QUOTING]
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Now, with that refresher lesson for foundation, let
us take a brief look at relatively recent earthquake map
data, first for the entire Pacific Plate and then for
Northern and Southern California of your United States.
We consider the exercise of looking over these
maps not so much because there are any changes from
what I have discussed in over five year% of past
lectures, but because so many of you plead with me for
an update on the geophysical front. Well, the same
speeding train is still on the same crash course toward
the same mountain side. Nothing has changed, nor is
likely to, in the solidifying probability space for your
orb.
Figure 1 [previous puge] is from the May 19, 1996
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issue of the superb publication called Seismo-Wutch
Newsletter (Advanced Geologic Exploration, P.O. Box
18012, Reno, NV 89511; 702-852-0992) where the
world map we are using shows earthquake activity for
the time span of April 29 through May 5, 1996. Remember that the Pacific Plate is approximately framed
on its east side by the Americas and on its west side by
Japan and Indonesia.
Now, if we consider the Pacific Plate as a clock
face, it is plain to see that from 11 o’clock, north of
Japan, down through 7 o’clock, near New Guinea, a
great deal of activity is occurring. In the time frame of
this particular graphic, Alaska (at slightly past noon on
our clock face) and the Americas@etween 2 and5 o’clock)
are”relativel~quiet.
But such is only the
sleep: ?g calmbefore the
abr-: : ; storm which
must occur as that massive plate continues its
northwesterly
journey
with increasingly more
deliberate
motion.
Study the map carefully
to discern just how busy
is Mother
Earth’s
crustal skin in its attempts to equilibrate
massive forces at work
beneath her surface and
within her circulatory
system.
Figure 2 [see fhis
page]
is also from
Seismo- Watch and covers approximately the
same time span, specifitally from April 25
through May 1, 1996.
What I wish to call to
yourparticular attention
here is the greatly increased level of. creep
activity along the San
Andreas Fault in the
active segment that is
south of, and then northward on up to, what I
shall call the “triplejunction point” where
the San Andreas is intersected by the bottom
ends of the two dangerous East Bay faults, the
Hayward and Calaveras.
[See dotted oval on

map. 1
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This is a most dangerous situation in the making,
as that creep energy “piles up” like box cars on a train
track at that triple-junction point, waiting to release
this energy in travel by slippage, further on up north,
along those three major fault lines, into all of those
heavily populated San Francisco Bay Area cities.
It is a matter of particular tragedy that, for instance, most of the East Bay Area’s hospitals and
schools sit &e&y ulop the Hayward Fault. Can you
imagine the problems waiting to happen just from this
one condition-assisted
as it had to be in the past by
town politicians and their real estate planning and
zoning commissions7
Figure 3 Isee next Dogel is taken from the Southern
Califo&ia Seismographk Network’s weekly newsletter, covering approximately the same time period as do
the other graphics we have been discussing, here specifically for the time period of May 2-8, 1996.
I wish to call to your attention the continued buildup of the activity along two major geometric “triangles”: One extends from Santa Barbara (“SB” on the
map) eastward to the Lake Isabella-Ridgecrest (China
Lake Naval Weapons Center) area and then on down
southeast through the northeast side of Palm Springs
and the Salton Sea, and onward into Baja Mexico; the
other triangle is smaller and tighter, encircling Palm
Springs itself.
Those of you who have been attentive to the visions
given to Gordon-Michael
Scallion are already well
alerted to keep an eye on this Palm Springs area for
major, violent activity which will likely precipitate
much shifting of the crust with attendant devastation
on up through greater Los Angeles proper, especially
along the volatile Elysian Park Fault.
And while we’re on the subject of Los Angeles,
look closely at the blob of black dots at approximately
11 o’clock to the letters “LA” on this map. That is the
San Fernando Valley wherein was precipitated the
Northridge earthquake on January 17, 1994. IF any of
these shaking events manage to cause enough nervous
responses of inquiry in the public to warrant mention
over the media channels, such will always be along the
lines of “not to worry”, that they are “simply more
expected aftershocks” of that devastating Northridge
event. One can but marvel at that which is accepted
without question by the mostly sleeping masses.
Thus, to sum up this three-map scenario, it should
be clear that major stress-relieving (but life disrupting)
earthquake and volcanic activity is imminent at many
locations all around the massive Pacific Plate. From
Figure 1 you can see clearly the motion as it looks from
the perspective of the “big picture”; and from Figures
2 and 3 you can see, on a more close-up scale, the effects
of that big picture motion as such reflects in the heightened activity in two very populated and economically
powerful arenas of your United States’ West Coast.
Remember my earlier quoted lesson from 1991,
especially that “all is connected to
all”, and you will be well on your
I
way toward forming a true understanding of your world. I thus leave
it to you ones to connect the dots
which fill in the details of this most
sobering picture of impending great
destruction while I turn now to addressing an issue in the larger context of the planetary transition now
in progress.
We must never lose sight of the
fact that earthquakes and other seemingly violent “natural” events are
but “adjustments” made by Mother
Earth at this time of transition as
she strives to return to a state of
healthy balance after much injury
has been inflicted upon her by a
particularly heartless variety of selfcentered ‘fleas” crawling around on
(and somewhat beneath) her skin.
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By way of introduction to this next topic, I shall
first tell on my scribe as an example: As we write this,
he is consciously carrying on four tasks, simultaneously,
in order to try to “get everything done” that needs to get
done within the confines of the seemingly available
“time” as you perceive same. Of course, if I were to let
him see what all else he is ALSO working on, simultaneously, that he is NOT conscious of doing at the
moment, there would likely be a mutiny-or
at least a
weak plea for higher pay!
So, like most of you of the ground crew, he wrestles
with both the frustrating limitations of seemingly more
rapidly disappearing “time” or how “time” seems to be
speeding up as the planetary frequency continues to
move upward, as this transition process progresses,
carrying with it all those who can adjust to the changes.
While this is a nearly impossible adjustment (upward in frequency with the attendant perceptive loss of
time) for the many soulless or soul-deficient beings
who mindlessly are running around on your orb, chasing after the next marketed item spewed out by your
vidiot box programings, for the Lighted ground crew,
adjusting to and dealing with “the case of the disappearing time” is a nearly constant, often annoying, and
sometimes downright unnerving struggle.
Nearly two years ago now I discussed the physics of
this apparent “missing time” phenomenon with this
scribe because he reasoned (and quite correctly so, from
a strictly conscious
point of view) that, as one’s
frequency increased, with the attendant stepping-up of
all related activities, such as mental functioning and
awareness-perception,
time OUGHT TO SEEM to slow
down.
After all, you ones can all relate to the slowdownof-time sensation that comes from intense concentration and focus upon a task such as, say, “getting into”
a fast sport like racquetball or ping-pong, or having to
deal with some life-threatening
emergency like your
automobile brakes failing while you’re driving down a
winding road. Time seems to almost stand still in those
situations.
And yet my scribe was complaining about finding
himself LOSING time-that
it was greatly speeding
up-and sometimes at an alarming rate. The question
was: how could this be?
The reason for the apparent contradiction is that,
as you Lighted ground crew members continue to increase in frequency, access to other dimensions
of
expression
become more fluently possible. Thus, like
my scribe, you readers too are doing more and more
things simultaneously-BUT
THEY ARE BEING
DONE MOSTLY IN THOSE
NEWLY-ACCESSIBLE OTHER DIMENSIONAL SPACES!
Thus you could look at it as spending less “time”,
say per hour, in this particular conscious domain, so
that every time you “come back” (and gather up the
courage to look at the clock) you observe that more time
has gone by than you can consciously account for. Thus
is generated the apparent sensation of time speeding
up!
The problem is that, right now, you are just not
particularly
conscious of this expanded theatre of
activity which includes these now-more-fluently-accessible other dimensions.
By way of another example, consider that you are
washing several dishes in the kitchen sink, a job you
feel takes several minutes. But while you are doing
that, at an UNCONSCIOUS level you make several
trips to your den to play a few moves of chess with the
computer, you check on the laundry in the laundry
room, and you go outside and move the lawn sprinkler
to another location.
Now consciously back in the
kitchen, you look up at the clock and are shocked to see
that so much time has flown by while seemingly you
were “just” washing those few dishes.
I share this discussion at this time because, from
our vantage point of observation and monitoring, we
see so many of you frustrated by and frequently quesz
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tioning this accelerated evaporation of your useable
“time”. And you often support this observation with
the self-defeating thought that YOU, most certainly,
must, finally, now, be going crazy (or some suchexplanation) for, after all, there seems to be “no time” anymore for
gettingthingsdone. Youfeelthatyou“blinktwiceandtheday
is over”, right?!
Well, take comfort in the knowing that you are
operating in a constantly expanding dimensional arena
of activities, not all of which you can appreciate at the
present moment. But while you work to be more patient
with self and others, as you all effort through this
disorienting perceptual phenomenon with time associated with the planetary transitioning process, ALSO
consider this as a notice to consciously put what “time”
you are given to good use!
On that note I think I shall take my own advice and
sign off for now. As I said at the beginning of this
writing, we are most busy in the monitoring department
What has
of Earth-Shan’s
geophysical activities.
made our job most complex these days is, of course, that
the effects of man’s continual, heartless dinking with
this planet are becoming
so intertwined with the

natural processes of rebalancing that the overall “vegetable soup” has become a most difficult broth to analyze in real time.
But now I’ve used that mysterious word againtime-and so it’s probably time I take my leave. Know
that all ofyou of the ground crew are much beloved and
constantly watched overby we of the monitoring realms.
Always keep an eye out for us as we make our presence
known- whether in the “curious looking” and “appearing from nowhere” clouds you can easily spot, mostly
in the daytime, or in our magnificent spectrum-strobing
star-like jewels of the night sky. Know that we take as
much delight in your confirming acknowledgements as
you do in our subtle (or sometimes not so subtle)
displays of presence. And we are ever only a thoughtful-or maybe better yet, a heartfelt-mental
call away.
Thus you should NEVER feel alone!
Toniose Soltec to clear in the Radiant Light of
Creator’s most perfect plan for the healing and growth
that is this time of transition.
Salu-and make it a point to ask God to help YOU
use your “time” wisely in these final days. You’ll be
glad you did!
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Here’s an example of how government “protects”
our children. Paul Craig Roberts makes this report in
the May 19 issue ofthe WASHINGTON TIMES WEEKLY,
[quoting:]
In March, without parental notification, 50 sixthgrade girls, who attend J.T. Lambert Intermediate
School in East Stroudsburg, Pa., were forced by public
authorities to undergo a genital exam. When the
youngsters found they were required to lie naked, spreadeagled on a table, they burst into tears and tried to run
from the room, but were physically restrained.
Outraged parents have been unable to get any explanation,
and reporters have been frustrated by both school and
state health officials, who will not return telephone
calls.
What happened at J.T. Lambert is the opening gun
of the final assault on the family.
It will soon be
happening to your child in your school district. As in
East Stroudsburg, the authorities will be looking for
signs of parental sexual abuse of their children. “Child
advocates” maintain parents are the primary perpetrators of child sex abuse. After years of agitation, “child
advocates” succeeded in getting themselves federally
fundt:d in 1974 when Congress passed CAPTA, the
Chila Abuse Prevention & Treatment Act. Powers and
funding were expanded in 1985 with the Children’s
Justice Act.
In the years since, a bureaucracy has been created
with the Orwellian name of Child Protective Services
endowed with Gestapo-like power. Moreover, during
the two decades, a significant percentage of school
administrators, teachers, prosecutors, police detectives
and social workers has been conditioned through participation in work shops, seminars and conferences to
the idea that parents are child abusers. In other words,
parents have become suspects. Indeed, they are such
suspects that policies are in effect that require school
teachers, ministers, doctors, hospitals, and child-care
providers to report to authorities all signs of possible
child abuse, sexual or otherwise. As schools are already required to report signs, it is a short step to
genital and rectal exams to look for signs.
The formidable Social Services and Child Protective Services bureaucracies receive taxpayer funds for
every child they seize from parents and place in “an
out-of-home facility”. In 1994, the National Center of
Child Abuse and Neglect reports that 126,117 children
were seized from parents in 35 states. “Child advocates” are pushing ever more frightening laws, such as
the “Children’s Welfare Act” in Colorado, which would
require parents to participate in a “Home Visitor Program” in order for social workers to assess their potential for “child maltreatment”.
Children should be protected from abuse, but not in
ways that traumatize and humiliate them and destroy
parental control. The draconian police state measures
being put in place stem from propaganda that sexual
abuse of children by parents is routine, whereas in fact
it is extremely rare.
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coal filter sandwiches overnight to 2,400 of the birds
nesting on the island. [ “Zounds!” says reader 2x4
HIV CURE

ADDORDERED

OFF WEB

Here is a recent Associated Press article you might
find interesting, [quoting:]
DEDHAM, Mass-A woman who advertised on the
the country after the U.S.-led Implementation Force Internet that she had a cure for HIV and urged callers
(Ifor) ends its mission in December, diplomatic and to dial a 900~number, was ordered by a judge to take the
other sources said. The sources said such a decision ad off the World Wide Web. “In six weeks you are HIV
would be made at a meeting of NATO foreign ministers negative,” the ad said, referring to the virus that causes
in December, several weeks after the Nov. 5 U.S. AIDS. “Even near-terminal
patients can recover.”
election. [Ha! This decision was made long ago by the Marjorie Phillips of Brockton offered the cure in a book
Elite planners.
It is just fed to us-the-populace
in bite- for $24, or through a 900~number at $1.99 a minute.
sized bitsfor easier digestion and assimilation!]
Presi- Attorney General Scott Harshbarger, seeking to warn
dent Clinton has promised to rem .ve the American “other cyber-snakeoil salesmen”, obtained a temporary
forces by the end of this year.
-‘hat is Q Clinton
restraining order knocking the ad off the Internet on
promise worth to YOU?!]
Tuesday.
The book recommends using a compound of wormMARGARINE
IS NOT
wood, cloves and black walnut hulls, said George WeA “HEALTH
FOOD”!
ber, who heads the attorney general’s consumer protection and antitrust division. Weber said there is no
Due to intense media and AMA propaganda, lots of evidence that thoseingredients help treat AIDS. [Sounds
people think they are very health conscious because like Hulga Clark’s book, The Cure for HIV and AIDS,
they eliminated butter from their diets and substituted doesn ‘t it, and I’m sure SHE would disagree that there
margarine. Not a good idea, says Dr. William Campbell is “no evidence.. . ” So much for free speech, freedom
Douglass.
From the March issue of Dr. Douglass’ ofthe marketplace,
etc.11
SECOND OPINION (SOO-72%2288),
[quoting:]
I’ve been hounding margarine for 15 years and now
JAPANESEHAVE
A YEN
there’s hope of putting butter back on the throne, where
FOR
RODENT
PETS
it belongs. A report from Oil World, Euromonitor, tells
the whole sordid story of how the little Indian maiden
From the May 24 issue of THE ORLANDO SENTIin the corn oil TV commercial has been killing millions NEL, [quoting:]
of northern Europeans and Americans with vegetableAMARILLO, Texas-Using
a vacuum truck to reoil induced cardiovascular disease.
move prairie dogs from their holes, a pest control
In every single country where there has been a low company is making a profitable roundup of the burrowconsumption of margarine and a high consumption of ing rodents that are highly prized pets in Japan. “These
either olive oil or butter, there has been a very low little guys are worth $700 apiece,” said Gay Balfour, a
incidence of death from heart disease.
No matter co-owner of the company Dog Gone and the inventor of
whether the population consumed large amounts of the special vacuum. Workers capture three to four
butter or not, a high consumption of olive oil (over 11 dozen prairie dogs a day using the vacuum. This year’s
pounds per year) assured a low incidence of death from roundup is in its fourth week. [I wonder if they might
findgophers
equally amusing-this might
be my chance
heart disease.
And the problem with margarine goes far beyond to make a lot of yen!]
heart attacks. It has been shown that babies of mothers
who consumed a lot of margarine during pregnancy
MUZAK
WARDS
OFF TROUBLE
have babies with a low birth weight, which is strongly
From the April 26 issue of THE ORLANDO SENTIlinked to heart attacks later in life. Then there is the
cancer question. Cancer is more common in northern NEL, [quoting:]
DALLAS-A McDonald’s’ is hoping to give street
Europe. The trans-fatty acids in margarine are known
to be carcinogenic.
You can draw your own conclu- toughs the boot by serving up a little Bach with its
sions.
burgers. Classical Muzak is played inside and outside
Action to Take: (1) Avoid all margarine products. the restaurant to scare away troublemakers and loiterIn cooking, when in doubt, add more butter or olive oil. ers. The music, which the restaurant began playing
Most recipes that call for margarine can easily use three weeks ago, already seems to be working, Manager
butter. Remember that most cheap pastries and many Michael Horn said. And as an added benefit, the
candies are loaded with killer vegetable oils-read the restaurant’s business clientele enjoy it.
labels and avoid them. (2) Take at least one tablespoonful of extra virgin olive oil daily. [Considering
ZIGGY
how contrary this informqtion
is to what is generally
touted by even the health-food
industry, you might
want to obtain some of Dr. Douglass’ other articles on
this subject.]
FEDS

POISON

SEAGULLS

From the May 19 issue of THE ORLANDO
[quoting:]
BOSTON-Federal
officials Saturday began
slipping poison into the nests of thousands of seagulls
threatening the homes of endangered bird species on an
island off Cape Cod. Poisonous margarine-on-whiteU.S. TROOPS
MAY
bread sandwiches [hmmm, does that tellyou something
EXTEND
STAY
IN BOSNIA
about margarine?!]
were planted in the nests of roughly
We aren’t surprised, right?! From the May 19 issue 5,700 breeding great black backed and herring gulls on
Monomoy National Wildlife Refuge, near Chatham.
of the WASHINGTON
TIMES WEEKLY, [quoting:]
NATO planners concerned about instability in Animal activists who lost a court appeal of the poisonBosnia are considering a continued American role in ings on Friday delivered antidotes of tuna-and-charSENTINEL,
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“TRANSFUSIONS”:
WHAT
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DON’T
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CAN
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There is also much misunderstanding about who needs
blood. For example, heart surgery and most amputations usually require no blood these days, but much hip
surgery does, and infections are increasingly treated
with blood products. The most-used blood product is
not traditional red blood cells, but intravenous immune

Add this to the information you’ve been getting
about NW0 depopulation schemes and designer diseases- some of which are
transmitted by blood. From
Categories of Canadians receiving blood:
the May 18 GLOBEANDMAIL
(from Canada), [quoting:]
l People with blood disorders
are the most regular users of blood, many of them
MONTREAL-When
needing it monthly. They include 20,000 people with Von Willebrnd’s disease. a
Jane Dunn received a letter
clotting disorder 2,500 hemophiliacs (half of whom now get genetically engifrom the Ottawa Civic Hospineeti
produds); 1,500 people with sickle cell anemia, most of them black, and
another 3,CKKlwith thalassemia, most of them of Mediterranean origin, all of
tal just before Christmas tellwhom suffer from an inherited form of anemia.
ing her she may have received
tainted blood, she was floored.
+ Vaccination
recipients:
Most
+ Cancer patients: There are more
A nurse with a good grasp of than 75,000 chemotherapy patients in vaccines, such as those given 10
newborns and schoolchildren, are
medical procedures, she was Canada at any given time. and about
one-quarter of them suffer from
extracted from animal, not human
certain she had never had a anemia so severe that they need
blood, but vaccines against rabies and
transfusion.
What Ms. Dunn
blood, on average five units per
tetanus are human-derived.
had received, however, was the chemotherapy course; those with
l International
travellers:
Many
leukemia are treated with platelets
blood product Rhogam, which
vaccines needed in order to visit
because their bodies stop producing
is given to about 15 per cent of the essential blood component.
foreign countries are made with
hyperimmune globulins, another
pregnant
women. (Women
l Heart
and stroke patients (see
blood derivative.
with Rh-negative blood, whose
accompanying chart on surgery).
+ People with AIDS: The popular
husbands are Rh-positive, risk
l Hip-replacement
patients: An
treatment AZT makes sufferers
developing antibodies that can estimated 20,000 Canadians have hip
anemic, and the ravaged immune
replacements annually; about onekill their babies, and the drug
system is also helped with IVlg. More
third
of
them
get
blood.
is a preventive vaccine.)
than half of oeoole with AIDS qet
c Dialysis patients: Almost 10,000
1 blood’ mr
“I think I’m like most
people in Canada have kidney
people in this country. I didn’t
l Pregnant
women: About 15 per
problems that require dialysis; the
cent of women are Rh-negative. and
realize that a lot of drugs are process makes many anemic, and
they are treated with a blood-derived
blood products, and getting a about half get transfusions, on
vaccine; however, it is now quite
average
eight
units
a
year.
transfusion isn’t the only way
uncommon to transfuse blood
you can get blood,” Ms. Dunn
l Health-care
workers,
police
because of bleeding.
People who
said. More than 600,000 Ca- officers, firefighters:
l Pediatric
surgery patients: A
exposed to blood or trauma
nadians a year are treated with are
heart-lung machine is required for
patients are vaccinated against
blood and blood products, but hepatitis B. a vaccine often derived
most major surgery for children, and
the machine is primed with blood.
many of them don’t know it. from blood.

ALOE

PLUS

Alfalfa
60

globulins (IVIg) a cocktail of antibodies used to treat
al1 sorts ofinfections. Quebec Premier Lucien Bouchard,
for example, owes his life to IVIg because the drug
helped hisbody fight off flesh-eating disease [Ofcourse.

who dues he have to thankfir

GETTINGflesh-eating

disease?]

Blood transfusion guidelines
There are no set rules about how much blood is transfused during surgery
or to trauma patients. It depends on a person’s size, the amount of
bleeding and their health. Each hospital, however, has a maximum
surgical blood order schedule that recommends hl w much blood (usually
red cells, but also platelets and fresh frozen plasma for major procedures)
should be on hand. The MSBOS gives a rough estimate of how much
blood a patient will receive during these common situations:
Trauma

Orthopudll

*Gunshot wound: 15 units
*Bicycle accident: 9 units
Notorcycle accident: 8 units driver,
4 units passenger
*Industrial accident: 7 units
*Car accident: 6 units front seat,
4 units back seat
*Stabbing: 4 units

*Pelvis repair: 4 units
*Hip replacement: 3-4 units
*Knee replacarnent: 2 unit!#
*Spinal: l-2 units
lAmputation of limb: 0 units

Vascular ssfgwy
*Ruptured aortic aneurysm: 15 units
lAortk aneurysm: 10 units
*Heart bypass: l-6 units
*Heart valve replacement: 2 units
*Artery repairs: 2 units
Wstewks

and Gynaacology

lExenteration (removal of reproductive

surgrcy

Genaral surgq
*Removal of spleen: 7 units
*Abnormal surgery: 2-4 Units
-Hernia: 2 units (if not visible).
0 units (visible)
*Appendix removal: 0 units
*Broken bones: 0 Units
*Mastectomy: 0 units

-Brain aneurysm: 4 Unit!3
*Brain tumour removal: 2 units

organs): 4 units

lLaparotomy (abdominal surgery):
2-4 units
Childbirth (cesarean and natural): 0 units
*Therapeutic abortion: 0 units

77

& Minerals
450 mg.

Capsules,

We have combined two of our most popular products, Aloe Vera & Body Booster Minerals, into one fabulous product: “Aloe
Plus 77”. It contains all of the required vitamins and 77 minerals derived in a nonmetalic, colloidal form, photosynthesized
from
plants millions of years old. With the addition of Alfalfa (which contains unusually high amounts of vitamins U, D, K, A and
E, and eight important digestive enzymes) we believe this is a product you can count on. Two to three capsules daily as a dietary
supplement will give you the same benefits as 1 oz. of the liquids.
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OnMontana,
Clintons
-And
5/30/96 #I
ANOTHER

HATONN
WACO?

Please hold the people in Justus, Montana in your
prayers. It matters not who agrees or disagrees with
political or judicial issues-what
is about to happen
THERE is a terrible thing.
The FBI has moved “back” the media. That means,
in simple English, that they are planning to do something so terrible that they do not want the media to be
able to see it or cover it. Each man and woman must do
whatever he is going to do-but no, I do not endorse
such radical stance because dead martyrs are no longer
even noticed-they
will simply be discredited, denounced and PROOF will be offered as to their fanatical
resistance.
However, we honor them for that which
they feel to be correct and “right”. But to continue the
stand they have taken insures the death and invalidation of such as LeRoy Schweitzer.
I have to remind you that this is ALL totally
integrated with the Bankster control and that, in turn,
is going to hinge greatly on the outcome of the Israeli
election TODAY.
The downfall of the Clintons is also a major distracting factor at this time-and
also somewhat revolves around the outcome of the election in Israel.
Remember that Clinton has proclaimed himself to be a
“hat-wearing” brother of the Elite order. Do NOT
forget his stint in KGB-land (Soviet Union). The dirty
little politics and politicians are biting the dust in
Arkansas and it WILL sweep over the larger circle.
So many of the close people who know the Clintons’
affairs have been bumped off as to expect both Clintons
to be somewhere next in line. The REALLY BIG
players are not going to stand still for possible revelation by a turncoat Clintonista.
I note it is now being reported publicly that which
I told you several years ago-that
drugs are actually
shipped nationwide and internationally, IN TYSON’S
FROZEN CHICKENS. It has now been made public on
national radio. It will be disallowed to be covered on
the usual MEDIA, but it is out there and somebody is
going to note it. Bush publicly DECLARED HIS WAR
ON CLINTON WHEN HE STOOD WITH DOLE AND
BACKED DOLE. HE JUST WANTED THE WORLD
TO REALIZE THAT HE (BUSH) STILL HAS CONTROL OF THE WHOLE THING IN OPPOSITION TO
THE OTHER POWERS THAT BE. THE OPPOSING
PLAYERS ARE BECOMING EVERMORE CLEARLY
DEFINED. And, readers, do not misunderstand for one
single minute-we are not among EITHER RANKS OF
PLAYERS.
Now in reference to the latter statement I would
offer you some backup information. Several years ago,
almost a decade now, Reagan stood before a national
television audience, with Bush as his Vice-President

and stated that the U.S. needed desperately to join
forces with the Soviets to protect Earth “from r/re
extraterresfriols”. Well, you never did NOT work with
the Soviet Union and that facade charade ended with
the so-called end of the Cold War. That does not,
however, protect the U.S. OR THE SOVIETS from the
very Russian [not Soviet-controlled]
Cosmospheres
already in SPACE, never minding the extraterrestrials,
this morning. However, there is always argument about
acceptance of possible extraterrestrials,
which in its
own right I find amusing. You have valid LAW ON
YOUR BOOKS as to “how to handle extraterrestrial
contacts” of physical nature-from
beings to rocks. If
you have contact with an extraterrestrial, you are subject to be incarcerated indefinitely while “quarantined”.
It has been amusing to watch Mr. Horn try to get
Dharma and E.J. to describe their “contact” and physical descriptions, etc., of her “contacts”. She doesn’t
have any and this is THE reason she has NONE. These
people, hooked up and into Green, have done everything imaginable to catch our friends in any predicament on any imagined charge under any buried law they
can conjure. No thank you.
I have offered this law to you before but now that
some are considering what may happen in August, I
have to speak out. Yes I DID say that Tehachapi is a
nice place to be, especially around the middle of August. You ones, however, are expecting a big landing
of some kind and that, in itself, prevents such a thing
We can’t possibly get the motion
from happening.
picture squared around in time for such an event without funding and without this very law being removed.
I marvel that more of you are not informed about your
own circumstances. You can be angry with me all you
wish-it doesn’t make any difference. To have contact
with an extraterrestrial is worth being jailed and fined
IMMEDIATELY.
The law itself is called the:
EXTRA

TERRESTRIAL

EXPOSURE

LA W

This law is ALREADY PASSED BY CONGRESS.
Let us just quote [QUOTING:]
On October 5, 1982, Dr. Brian T. Clifford of the
Pentagon announced at a press conference in New York
City, that contact between U.S. citizens and extraterrestrials or their vehicles is strictly illegal.
ACCORDING TO A LA WALREADY ON THE BOOKS:
(TITLE 14, SECTION 1211 OF THE CODE OF
FEDERAL REGULATIONS, ADOPTED ON JULY 16,
1969, BEFORE THE APOLLO MOON SHOTS.) ANYONE GUILTY OF SUCH CONTACT AUTOMATICALLY BECOMES A WANTED CRIMINAL TO BE
JAILED FOR ONE YEAR AND FINED $5,000. The
NASA administrator is empowered to determine with
or without a hearing that a person or object has been

“extraterrestrially exposed” and impose an indeterminate quarantine under armed guard, which could not
be broken even bv court order.
There is no limit placed on the number of individuals who could thus be arbitrarily quarantined.
The definition of “extraterrestrial exposure” is left
entirely up to the NASA administrator, who is thus
endowed with total dictatorial power to be exercised at
his slightest caprice, which is completely contrary to
the Constitution.
According to Dr. Clifford, whose commanding officers have been assuring the public for the last 39 years
that UFOs are nothing more than hoaxes and delusions
to be dismissed with a condescending smile: “This is
really no joke; it’s a very serious matter.” This
legislation was buried in the 1,211th subsection of the
14th section of a batch of regulations very few members
of government probably bothered to read in its entirety,
the proverbial needle in the haystack, and was slipped
onto the books without public debate.
Thus from one day to the next we learn that,
without having informed the public, in its infinite
wisdom, the government of the United States has created a whole new criminal class: UFO contactees.
The lame excuse offered by NASA as a sugar
coating for this bitter pill is that extra-terrestrials
might have a virus that could wipe out the human race.
This is certainly one of the many possibilities inherent
in such contact, but just as certainly is not the only one,
and in itself is not a valid reason to make all contact
illegal or to declare contactees criminals to be jailed
and fined immediately.
It appears the primary effect of such a law would
not be to prevent contact; it would be to silence witnesses. If enforced, the law would prevent publication
of contactee reports except under cover of anonymity,
and unleash a modern inquisition in the Land of the
Free. However, it is unenforceable, so obviously absurd
and unfair that the public will refuse to accept it. The
citizens of the United States will greet it with a resounding Bronx cheer and laugh it out of court, forcing
it to be repealed. [II: Want to bet!?!]
It should be replaced by clearly worded legislation,
not open to interpretation in a multitude of different
ways, humanely relevant to the contingency of E.T.
contact, debated and passed by Congress openly instead
of slipped through “under the table” without the public
being informed.
According to NASA spokesman Fletcher Reel, the
law as it stands is not immediately applicable, but in
case of need could quickly be made applicable. What
this means is that it is ambiguously worded, so that it
can be interpreted either one way or the other, AS THE
GOVERNMENT DESIRES.
It is certainly not a coincidence that Dr. Clifford
held his press conference during the period when the
popularity of the film E. T. was at its peak. As E. T.
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portrayed a type of extraterrestrial that was benevolent
and lovable, the inference is that the press conference
was intended to discourage attempts to communicate or
fraternize with UFO occupants. However, instead of
having the intended effect, it backfired, causing public
furor. There may be some relationship between this
fiasco and the next semi-officially endorsed attempt to
deal with the subject of extra-terrestrials,
the TV film
V, which was featured with repeat performances and
maximum publicity by major networks worldwide. The
aliens portrayed in V are the most horrifying and
repulsive nightmares imaginable, who are defeated,
thanks largely to a CIA hit-man specializing in covert
operations, the tough guy with the heart of gold who
with the aid of the handsome hero saves the human
race. This is obvious and transparent propaganda,
designed to do what the government’s widespread use
of dis-information, and Dr. Clifford’s press conference
about the absurd lemon of a law already on the books
failed to do: squelch attempts to communicate or fraternize with UFO occupants.
One way to avoid widespread panic at the announcement of the news that we are under surveillance
by nonhuman intelligent beings with technology far
more sophisticated than our own is to point out that this
situation is nothing new, but has literally been going on
for millennia.
If the “flying dragons” mentioned in the I Ching
intended to attack and destroy us, they could easily
have carried out this objective long ago. Along with
this article, the text of the E.T. Law will be presented.
However, there are several points that I wish to make:
12 11.10 1 Applicability. The provisions of this part
apply to all NASA manned and unmanned space missions.. .
I could dismiss this whole controversy as a tempest

in a teacup if the above passage contained the word
“only”, so as to read: “The provisions of this part apply
only to all NASA manned and unmanned....
12 11. IO2 DEFINITIONS:
(a) “NASA” and the “Administrator” mean, respectively the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the administrator of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration or his authorized representative.
(b) “Extra-terrestrially
exposed: means the state or
condition of any person, property, animal or other form
of life or matter whatever. who or which has:
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(1) Touched directly or come within the atmospheric envelope of any other celestial body; or
(2) Touched directly or been in close proximity to
(or been exposed indirectly to) any person, property,
animal or other form of life or matter who or which has
been extra-terrestrially
exposed by virtue of paragraph
(b)( 1) of this section.
For example, if person or thing “A” touches the
surface of the Moon, and on “A’s” return to Earth, “B”
touches “A” and, subsequently, “C” touches “B”, all of
be extrathese-“ A” through “C” inclusive-would
terrestrially exposed (“A” and “B” directly; “C” indirectly). [H: AIDS is subject to no quarantine requirements but extra-terrestrials are?? Sounds like
a political Earth activity and laws, does it not?]
(c) “Quarantine” means the detention, examination
and decontamination of any persons, property, animal
or other form of life or matter whatever that is extraterrestrially exposed, and includes the apprehension or
seizure of such person, property, animal or other form
of life or matter whatever.
(d) “Quarantine period” means a period of consecutive
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Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, 86.00 for
two tapes and OZ.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise
noted. Postage is included in tape pricks.
Please send check or money order to: mE W0720, P.O. Box 6194,
Tehachapi,
CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176
if you have questions or you
wish to use your Visa, Discover or Master Card.
If you desire to automatically
receive tapes from future meetings,
please send at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted.
We will try to notify you as your balance reaches zero.
The following is a partiallist of older items but including all of the most
current meeting dates, with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses,
and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus:
2/l O/95(2) Japanese visitors, plus Jordan Maxwell on Masonic symbolism;
2/l g/95(4) extended slide-lecture on Masonic and other symbols by Jordan Maxwell;
3/5/95(l);
3/l 2/95 (3) Rayelan/Ede Koenig Blast; 3/26/95
(2);
4/9/95(S)
Vladimir Terziski’s meeting with Commander and the ground crew;
4/23/95(2)
Mary Snell & Ronn Jackson via phone;
5/l & 2/95 (6) May Day meeting; 5/l 6/95(3);5/28/95(3);
6/l l/95(2);
6/25/95(2);
7/g/95(3);
7/30/95(3);8/1
S/95 (2);9/24/95(1)
Ronn Jackson;
1 O/22/95(3) includes audio of Farrakhan’s speech;1 O/29/95(4) Mark Phillips &Cathy O’Brien;
1 1/12/95 (3); 1 l/26/95(3);-1 2/3/95(2)Jeff
s letter; 12/l O/95(2) Greg & Debbie; 12/l 7/95(2);
12/21/95(2)
Wally Gentlemen & George Van Noy;l2/31/95
Holocaust “Gas Chambers”(3);
1/7/96The
Trouble With Lawyers(Z); l/21 /96(2); 2/4/96 Jeff Rense’s “Fifth Column” interview
(3);2/1 l/96 (3); 2/25/96
Christopher Reeve interview on “Larry King Live” (2); 3/l O/96 (3);
3/l 7/96(3)Deepak
Choprarhe Wizard Within”&George Hunt “1987 Wilderness Conference”;
3/31/96 (2) Dr. Carlson D.D.S.; 4/l 4/96(3); 4/28/96(2)Desire
& intention;
5/l 2/96(3) Mother’s Day; 6/2/96 (3).

calendar days as may be established in accordance
with 1211.104(a).
(e) Administrative actions. The Administrator or his
designee... shall in his discretion:
(1) Determine the beginning and duration of a
quarantine period with respect to any space mission;
the quarantine period as it applies to various life forms
will be announced.
(2) Designate in writing quarantine officers to
exercise quarantine authority.
(3) Determine that a particular person, property, animal, or other form of life or matter, nhatever is extra-terrestrially exposed, and quarantine
such person, property, animal, or other form of life
or matter, whatever. The quarantine may be based
only on a determination, that there is probably cause
to believe that such person, property, animal or
other form of life or matter whatever is ertra-terrestrially exposed.
(4) Determine within the United States or within
vessels or vehicles of the United States the place,
boundaries, and rules of operation of space missions.. . .
However, it does not contain that one little word which
would have made such a big difference. If the government was suddenly faced with the accomplished fact of
an undeniable overt E.T. visitation, this regulation
could therefore be construed as being applicable to all
space missions, NASA or non NASA, whether of terrestrial or extra-terrestrial origin. As it stands, this
law is applicable to UFO contact. The meaning would
have to be stretched, but the built-in loophole does
exist. [H: Just as with the New States Constitution,
the powers that already take control will make the
decisions and define meanings of ALL LAWS.]
1211.102 Definitions. (b)(2): Touched directly or
been in close proximity to (or been exposed indirectly
to). . . even without involvement in a UFO close encounter, would become eligible for indefinite quarantine
under armed guard according to the above. By including indirect exposure, the NASA administrator is empowered to make the definition mean just about anything he wants it to. An example of indirect exposure
is given, but an example is not a definition. Unless
indirect exposure is defined precisely, it can mean
almost anything.
The possibility is not specifically
ruled out that other types of indirect exposure than the
example given might be considered valid grounds to
“quarantine” a citizen or group of citizens.
In my opinion, it is vital that we challenge the
validity of this law, for if it is allowed to stand unchallenged, UFO contactees and researchers may all meet
behind barbed wire and armed guards somewhere in
Alaska. I strongly urge everyone who reads the E.T.
Law, Title 14, Section 12 11 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (at the end of this article), to clip it out,
and send it on to your congressman, with a demand
penciled in, to repeal this absurd and potentially lethal
law. We must use reason, and transcend fear in order
to make this planet a place where all may live in peace
and harmony, as One.
TEXT

OF

THE

E.T.

LAW

1211.100 Title 14-AERONAUTICS
AND SPACE
Part 121 l-EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL
EXPOSURE
1211.100-SCOPE
This part establishes: (a) NASA policy, responsibility and authority to guard the Earth against any
harmful contamination or adverse changes in its environment resulting from personnel, spacecraft and other
property returning to the Earth after landing on or
coming within the atmospheric envelope of a celestial
body; and (b) security requirements, restrictions and
safeguards that are necessary in the interest of national
security.
1211.101-APPLICABILITY
The provisions of this part to all NASA manned
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and unmanned space missions which land or come
within the atmospheric envelope of a celestial body and
return to the Earth.
(5) Provide for guard services by contract or otherwise, as may be necessary, to maintain security and
inviolability of quarantine stations and quarantined
persons, property, animals or other forms of life or
matter whatever.
(6) Provide for the subsistence, health and welfare of
persons quarantined under the provisions of this part.
(7) Hold such hearings at such times, in such
manner and for such purposes as may be desirable or
necessary under this part, including hearings for the
purpose of creating a record for use in making any
determination under this part for the purpose of reviewing any such determination.
(b) (3) During any period of announced quarantine,
no person shall enter or depart from the limits of the
quarantine station without permission of the cognizant
NASA officer. During such period, the posted perimeter of a
quarantine station shall be secured by armed guard.
@) (4) Any person who enters the limits of any
quarantine station during the quarantine period shall
be deemed to have consented to the quarantine of his
person if it is determined that he is or has become extraterrestrially exposed.
(b) (5) At the earliest practicable time, each person
who is quarantined by NASA shall be given a reasonable opportunity to communicate by telephone with
legal counsel or other persons of his choice.
1211.107-COURT
OR OTHER PROCESS
(a) NASA officers and employees are prohibited
from discharging from the limits of a quarantine station any quarantined person, property, animal or
other form of life or matter whatever during order
or other request, order or demand an announced
quarantine period in compliance with subpoena, show
cause or any court or other authority WITHOUT
THE PRIOR APPROVAL
OF THE GENERAL
COUNSEL AND THE ADMINISTRATOR
(b) Where approval to discharge a quarantined
person, property, animal or other form of life or matter
whatever in compliance with such a request, order or
demand of any court or other authority is not given, the
person to whom it is directed shall, if possible, appear
in court or before the other authority and respectfully
state his inability to comply, relying for his action on
this 1211.107.
1211.108-VIOLATIONS
Whoever willfully violates, attempts to violate, or
conspires to violate any provision of this part or any
regulation or order issued under this part or who enters
or departs from the limits of a quarantine station in
disregard of the quarantine rules or regulations or
without permission of the NASA quarantine officer
shall be fined not more than S5,OOOor imprisoned not
more than 1 year, or both.
Write or call your congressman and tell him you
want this law taken off the books.
This article was printed in The Open Line Newspaper (Environmental
Stewards) August, 1992 in Spokane, WA 99223.
[END OF QUOTING]
This was received by FAX May 28, 1996 so it is not
so far-fetched as it might at first appear. There have
been thousands of people who have SEEN TOO MUCH
and are locked away forever. No indeed, I will NOT
subject anyone to such atrocious possibilities.
It is past time, readers, to take these things as
seriously as they are intended for it will be by these
foolish-seeming
legal means that you will be taken
“alive or dead”. Remember that GOD only deals in
LIFE and CREATION; Man deals in “death” and war.
A DEAD patriot is no patriot at all. Think on this,
please, and then act in wisdom. Good morning.
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Got-Cha
TrapSucces
S/31/96 #1

HATONN

YES.

DID

WE

IT!

In our ongoing drama of survival in a difficult world, our continuing bashing with lies by the
adversarial teams, we have ferreted out some more of the enemy troopers. Thank you. You readers will
not know of that which I speak because the writings to which I shall refer WERE NOT, WERE NEVER
PLANNED TO BE, NOR HAVE ANYTHING TO DO WITH THE PAPER, JOURNALS OR PUBLICATION.
The documents written, and for which I will leave no reference here, were PRIVATE, CONFIDENTIAL
COMMUNICATIONS WITH OUR LAWYERS. I fully intended them to be critical of Green, Abbott,
Horton and the Green Brigade, along with Steven Horn of Santa Barbara Savings and his clients.
Within mere hours of these writings THEY WERE IN THE HANDS OF ALL OF THE ABOVE-NAMED
PARTIES. There have been two new “court filings” in Nevada courts based on that PRJVATE AND
CONFIDENTIAL CLIENT-ATTORNEY PRIVILEGED COMMUNZCA TZON. I thank you gentlemen for
being so quick to respond for the human elements around here did not have the confidence I share in that
ego will blow its own horn to the detriment of the very individual with the horn (no pun intended). What
I find interesting is WHO it was who secretly sneaked the writings, copied them, faxed them and then
mailed hard copies-without
checking to see what they had in hand and what would come of the betrayal.
Even Mr. Horton has joined with Abbott, “joined” Green also, into a case for receivership with pages and
pages of FALSE INFORMATION in a case’in which neither he nor Green have any standing whatsoever.
They have opened the way to present every countering TRUTH to that same court-and
confront them with
the criminal charges addressing the criminal acts they have committed. We are in great appreciation to
you who lie, cheat and steal because you have now supplied us with the very connections we needed to
PROVE the full conspiratorial linkage to all of the above-named parties. Mr. Horton states in his court
document the very DIRECT statement, CLAIMED BY GREEN TO HAVE BEEN GREEN’S, that the
Ekkers tried and intended to STEAL the property in litigation by Horn. He states to a Nevada court that
Ekkers tried to steal the property for SlO,OOO! George Green says, himself, that he has told everyone that
bit of misinformation!
Mr. Horton and Green have now entered into court a document which states that Dave Overton (gold
coins Green STOLE) was on his death bed and out of his mind when he assigned the gold to Phoenix
Institute that Green et al. call Ekker-Ekker/Phoenix.
Wrong, and foolish as it may seem in retrospectDave Overton went to Nevada and TESTIFIED IN COURT and was completely agile, sane, reasonable and
stated his wishes and declared that George Green had NO RIGHT to do anything except enter his property
with the Institute.
I still marvel that a man’s reputation prior to an act is what is considered in any OTHER cases but
somehow Ekker-Ekkers are tried to be judged by Green’s own actions. Mr. Green has years and years of
bad records behind him and Abbott has even been reprimanded for his actions and addictions by the Nevada
Bar AND the SUPREME COURT OF NEVADA. And, moreover, they continue their fraud, ill-behavior,
outright lies and disrespect to the Benches in Nevada and California with every presentation they make.
So be it.
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or credited to, the Depository Trust Company. Since
DTC is a bank, they can’t hold the certificate in their
name either, so DTC transfers the certificate to their
own holding company or ‘nominee name”. We’re not
quite sure of the spelling, but the DTC’s holding company is either “CD and Company” or “CeDe and Com-

TheUnknown
pany-’
$9,1Trillion
Company
name
S/31/96 #l

HATONN

I find an article sent to us on a particular “bank” so
interesting that I need to share it with you readers for
we spoke of this institution at the time of the BCCI
debacle and the BNL scandal. I think you will find it
interesting as well so let us present the information and
see how many of you knew anything about this “unknown” company, called DTC (Depository Trust Cornpany) .
[QUOTING:]
(H: The information was sent to us this time by a
third party but was first printed in North Bridge
News, Vol I, Issue 14, Nov. 1995 and was published
by The Liberty Tree. It is so important that we will
repeat it.]

$9.1

THE
UNKNOWN
TRILLION
COMPANY

The Depository Trust Company (DTC) is the best
kept secret in America. Headquartered at 55 Water
Street in New York City, this “financial institution” is
perhaps the most powerful in the world, yet the public
doesn’t have a clue as to who they are or what they do.
How can a “bank” hold assets of over 9 trillion dollars
and be unknown?
In dealing with the trust department of a major New
Jersey bank, one of our staff wanted to transfer his trust
assets, comprising of stocks and bonds, to a new trust
he had set up in another state. The bank said it would
take at least 6 weeks to do so as none of his assets were
currently held in his own name or in the name of his
trust account! In a panic, he brought this before our
entire staff and asked if we could investigate. We did,
and the can of worms we’ve opened should frighten
every American.
After encountering nume.rous”no comments” and a
myriad of “that’s not my department” excuses, we
eventually spoke with Mr. Jim McNeff, Director of
Training at the DTC. He says he’s been employed there
for 19 years and was very proud of his employer. By
law, he should have disclosed to us that his employer(?)
was recording our telephone conversation (our electronic equipment picked up on this immediately).
He informed us that ‘DTC is the largest limited
trust company in the world with assets of 9.1 trillion”. Can you imagine?
An unknown banking
company could pay off the national debt and then
some! Jeff went on to say, “DTC is a brokerage clearing
firm and transfer center. We’re a private bank for
securities. We handle the book entry transactions for
fl banks and brokers. Every bank and brokerage
firm must secure their membership with us in case
they become insolvent, so your assets are secure with
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DTC.” Yes, you read that correctly. DTC is a private
entity that processes EVERY stock and bond (paper

securities) for ALL U.S. hanks and brokerage houses.
The big question is “just who gave the company such
a broad range of financial power and clout?”

The reason the public doesn’t know about DTC is
that they’re a private depository bank for institutional and brokerage firms ONLY They process all
of their book entry settlemenxiactions.
Jeff told
us ‘There’s no need for the public to know about us...
it’s required by the Federal Reserve that DTC handle
all transactions.” The Federal Reserve Corporation is
a private company, not an agency of our federal government.
They mandated that DTC process every
securities transaction in the U.S. It’s no wonder that
the DTC is owned by the same stockholders as the
Federal Reserve Corporation.
In other words, the
Depository Trust Company is really a front for the
Federal Reserve Corporation. Now, let’s see how this
affects the average working American.
You go to a broker or bank and instruct them you
want to purchase 100 shares of IBM stock, for example.
They set up an account for you and act as your agent
with power of attorney to conduct business on your
behalf, upon your buy or sell instructions. The broker
will place your stock or bond purchase into their safekeeping(?) under a “street name”. (According to DTC,
no bank or broker can place the stock into their firm’s
own name due to Federal Trade Commission and Security and Exchange Commission regulations.)
The broker or bank must then send the transaction
to the DTC for “ledger posting” or “book entry settlement” under mandate by the Federal Reserve Corporation. Remember, since your bank or broker can’t use
their name on the certificate, they use a fictitious entry
name or “street name”. This artificial entity is always
related to the broker or bank. Then, the “street name”
stock or bond certificate is automatically transferred to,

FRANKAND ERNEST

The banks and brokers are merely “custodians”. By
federal law, they cannot hold any assets in m
name,
the customer. The assets m
be held, eventually, in
the name of DTC’s holding company. That’s how DTC
has 9.1 trillion dollars of assets in trust... or is it really
in“trust” if the private Federal Reserve Corporation
is technically holding it in their “unknown” entity’s
? Obviously, if stock and bond certificates
you’ve purchased aren’t in your name, then the
“holder” (the Federal Reserve Corporation) could
theoretically refuse to surrender them back to you
under a “national emergency” according to the 1917
Trading with the Enemy Act. Is this the collateral
being held by the private Federal Reserve Corporation to pay off the national debt owed to them by our
federal government?
[H: Pay attention to this, readers, for quite recently there was a full public discussion about this
very structured entity which would advance in sophistication to “smart cards’ ONLY for doing any
stocks, bonds, or other security business!!!]
According to Mr. McNeff, the DTC was a former
member of the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and,
“Our sister company is the National Securities Clearing Corporation.”
Simply put, the Depository Trust
Company absolutely controls every paper asset transaction in America, and they physically hold the majority
of stock and bond certificates in their name. Ifyou have
stock or bonds in your name buried in your back yard or
under your mattress, we suggest you keep them there.
Now we’re about to reveal to you the most shocking
discovery we’ve ever come across during our research
into this matter. Most of us remember a few years back
the alleged “computerized” selling of stocks thst resulted in “Black Monday”. The stock exchanges had
dramatic record losses, and a record volume of shares
was traded on that infamous Monday in October. We
all asked ourselves how computers could have done this
by themselves without someone knowing about it. After all, someone has to program a computer to tell it
what to do and when to do it.
During our telephone conversation, Mr. McNeff
was trying to assure our researcher that they have never
lost a certificate or made a mistake in a book ledger
transaction.
In attempting to give us an example of
how trustworthy they are, he said, “DTC’s first controlled test was 4 or 5 years ago. Do you remember
Black Monday’? There were 535 million transactions
on Monday, and 400 million transactions on Tuesday.”
He was very proud to inform us that “DTC cleared every
transaction without a single glitch!” Read these quotes
again. He stated that “Black Monday” was a controlled
test! “Black Monday” was a deliberately manipulated
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disaster for many Americans at the whim of a “con- Powers Act and in a continual state of national emertrolled test” by the DTC and their Federal Reserve gency. The President can enforce any new emergency
Corporation.
at any time under Executive Order or Presidential
What was the purpose of this test? Common sense Directive. On or about February 22,1996, expect a new
tells us thatyou test something before you intend to use national emergency to be declared. They’ll blame it on
it. It’s quite obvious that the stock markets are going the infamous drug dealers who are allegedly destroying
to crash and burn at some future date, and for some our currency.
Old dollars will be called in and exunknown reason, since the controlled test was so suc- changed for new ones. [H: Hummnnnn!]
IF YOU
cessful. The Great Depression is about to be repeated, DON’T DO IT WITHIN A GIVEN TIME PERIOD,
and it will be as deliberate and manipulated as the first YOU MAY BE SENT TO PRISON IF YOU’RE
one that began with the stock market crash of 1929.
CAUGHT. THIS IS WHAT HAPPENED TO THOSE
On June 7, 1995, the federal government issued a AMERICANS HOLDING GOLD AFTER 1933.
new regulation requiring stock and bond certificate
This national emergency will most likely call for
transfers to be cleared in three days instead of the the confiscationofall
goldbullionagain.
Who will end
previous five-day time period. This means that brokers up with it? The Federal Reserve Corporation, just like
and banks must get your stock or bond transaction into before. Then, perhaps they’ll peg the new dollar to
the name of DTC within 3 working days. That’s hard gold prices, as many experts have already reported.
to do considering banks claim that it takes 3 or more What will stocks and bonds purchased with old dollars
days to clear a check that you’ve submitted to pay for a be worth then? Pennies on the dollar, so to speak. Who
stock purchase.
But, there’s a reason for this new ends up being the ONLYwinner? The Federal Reserve
regulation and it coincides with the introduction of the Corporation stockholders.
People will be at the mercy of the government for
new fiat “dollars”.
On February 22, 1996, “the DTC will flip the daily food and for jobs. Without a Fed Fund ATM type
switch” according to Mr. McNeff. What switch, we card you won’t be able to transact business, get your
asked? This is the day that “clearing house” funds will food ration, or pay for the electric bill. Checks will be
no longer be accepted for stock or bond transactions.
phased out totally during (probably) 1996. The switch
Instead, only “Fed Funds” will be accepted. Fed Funds, is being turned on in February. this is not speculation!
or a “Fed Wire”, are electronic ledger transfers between This is the truth of reality. It’s already been tested, and
Federal Reserve Corporation member banks. No checks their new system works.
THE DAY HAS COME WHEN YOU MUST DEor drafts will be involved or allowed from that day on.
This is called a “cashless transaction”.
We call it the CIDE TO ACCEPT OR REJECT THE BEAST.
reality of the “mark of the beast”. This is the manifes[END OF QUOTING]
tation of our new god, the New World Order.
Consider this. All pension funds and other instiNo, readers, it is NOT the time when you decide to
tutional “managed funds” are comprised of paper
asset investments such as stocks and bonds. These accept or reject the Beast. The Beast is already in
certificates are technically in the name of DTC’s control-you
are the pawn. I remind you that the “mark
private holding company. DTC is technically owned of the beast” which is important to YOU, is your soul
by the private Federal Reserve Corporation. Con- within and it cannot be marked by the beast if you
in
gress is moving right now to pass legislation allowing choose otherwise. You are caught having to .survive
. . .
certain pension funds to be used by the government the world of Man wherein you are measured, checrea
as alleged loans. All the Federal Reserve Corpora- out, numbered and enslaved. This is ALREADY done,
tion has to do is hand it over! But what happens to the basically, so those who choose to FIGHT WITH WAR
people counting on those pension fund investments to WEAPONS, the beast, WILL LOSE. Is it not far more
feed themselves? Too bad... you’re out of luck because WISE to stay alive and healthy in order to share another
for the “good of the nation”, you must share your day? These things have come by the hand of Man and
wealth. Since the Federal Reserve Corporation al- will perish and diminish by the hand of Man. You are
ready holds our stocks and bonds in their fictitious OF GOD in Lighted presence- so it will be through
name, then perhaps they’ll cash them in for the human hands that change comes about-not with bayofederal government’s failure to repay the loans that nets and handguns.
How for instance, can YOU fight a system or a
have become way overdue.
In 1933, all gold was taken from the hands of corporatron like the above without even KNOWING it
private citizens, Under the War Powers Act, a national exists? That is a most serious question, readers. Thereemergencv was declared due to the deliberately calcu- fore, do I suggest you “roll over and play dead”? No, I
latedstock market crash that preceded the Great De- suggest you roll with the river and swim so that you can
pression. Where did this gold end up? Into the hands
of the Federal Reserve Corporation.
The majority is
WILLY ‘N ETHES,
stored in the impervious rock beneath New York City.
Is it any surprise that DTC holds our stock and bond
certificates in the same place’?
[H: While you ponder all this so far, I suggest you
put another “ponder: into your brain and realize
that all WITHDRAWALS AND PAYOUTS OF ANY
OF YOUR TRADING VENTURES ARE ALSO
LISTED. SO, IF YOU HAVE ASSETS-“THEY”
KNOW ABOUT THEM, WHERE THEY WENT,
WHO HOLDS WHAT, AND YOU WILL BE LAID
OUT FORVISITORS TO COLLECT THAT WHICH
YOU MAY WISH TO SHELTER FOR SELVES.
BIG BROTHERS WILL KNOW EXACTLY WHO
HAS WHAT AND HOW THEY HAVE ATTENDED
THE ASSETS. LYING WON’T CUT IT FOR THEY
WILL EVENTUALLY,
UNDER PENALTY OF
LAW, COME FOR AN ACCOUNTING. THE IRS IS
A COLLECTION SERVICE FORTHESE PRIVATE
CORPORATIONS SO THEY KNOW EXACTLY
WHATYOUAREDOINGAND WHATYOUTHINK
YOU ARE KEEPING! J
Technically, our entire nation is still under the War
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continue to LIVE. You want God to lead you into war,
you Christian soldiers? NO, GOD IS NOT OF WAR
FOR GOD CREATES-HE NEVER DESTROYS! You
will BUILD a better way or you shall perish in the one
come upon you.
You just want “back” what they “took from you”?
How claim you the right to those”things” more than the
powerful who took the “things” in the first place?
Prove it! Do you not see that “they” even have used
YOUR property, changed the name to protect themselves and you are simply a slave presenting alms to
your masters? You want someone else to do the things
for which you ARE responsible-with that wish your desires
are fultilled-they have just taken care of you to death.
No, I will NOT come along and “take care of you”.
You have made your choices and it is not my prerogative nor privilege to do anything to or for you. I can tell
you how it is, advise you to hold to GOD IN TRUTH,
and offer some possibilities and alternatives.
IT IS
YOUR WORLD AND YOU HAVE MADE IT WHAT IT
HAS COME TO BE! AND IT SHALL BE HE WHO
SERVES GOD IN LIGHT AND TRUTH WHO SHALL
BE SUSTAINED.
THOSE WHO CLAIM TO BE
GODLY AND ARE FALSE-WILL
FALL.
THE
SEPARATION IS TAKING PLACE RIGHTNOW AND
RIGHT WHERE YOU ARE. You who have allowed
evil to flourish, even among your own claimed “friends”
and “family”, shall have to do some hard thinking and
choosing for false people shall not prevail. Who will
lift up the liars, cheats, and thieves? No, the New
World Order WILL NOT! The NW0 has established
itself to annihilate the foolish and deliberately counterfeit charade players. Those who are faithful and true
shall be sustained. All people, good and bad, must eat,
have shelter, and be clothed against the elements to
survive. We offer nothing more than opportunity to
perhaps serve God, have some small industries and
attend some grain, etc., for sustenance.
There is another “Population Conference” coming
up right away this Summer. Remember that Jason
Brent put it very well: “...it must be faced that the
elderly, infirm and stupid will be dispatched. ..!” I have
no intention of%ghting” my enemies for I have NONE.
I only have people doing actions with which I disagree
and deplore. It is NOT my problem to JUDGE THEMONLY THEIR ACTIONS! If YOUR actions be wrong
against mine, or me, I shall take a stand against youno more and no less. Choose the evil pathway and you
shall live in evil at the hands of evil controllers. It is
the most simple of all perceptions. But, readers, Satan
willeventually LEAVEYOU WITHNOTHINGOTHER
THAN SORROW AND DESTRUCTION-AND
HE
WILL SEE TO IT THAT YOU BRING IT DOWN
UPON YOURSELVES,
Thank you for your attention. Good morning.
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New Gaia Products
Now Stocked And Ready
For Duty-Free Delivery
To Our Canadian Friends
Call:
Preferred Network
l-800-294-5250

New Gaia Products

$t
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6.95

ALOE

PLUS

77

Alfalfa
& Minerals
&
Minerals
60 Capsules,
450 mg.
This product contains all of the required vitamins and 77 minerals derived
in a nonmetalic, collodial form, photosynthesized from plants millions of
years old. Two to three capsules daily as a dietary supplement.

Available
1996

New Caia Products,
P.O. Box 27710,
Las Veaas. NV 89126

Order Form

’ SHIPPING & HANDLING

l

FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
WY, NV
56.00
I 1 oz::
57.00
0 201-300
58.00
s 301-400
59.00
0 401-500
s10.00
S Sol-600
$11 .OO

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (805) 822-9070 FAX

(Please Print)
Name

Now

Date

ALASKA & HAWAII

RATES:

FOR THE REST OF
CONTINENTAL
USA
$
s
S
s
s
S

58.00
59.00
s 10.00
$11 .oo
$12.00
$13.00

o-1 00
101-200
201-300
301-400
401-500
Sol-600

PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES

!xmL
l * For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.

Street Address

*

City/Town

State/Prov.

Zip Code

For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for

rates.

H All Foreign orders, please contact our office In writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.

Daytime

Phone No.

H When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.

Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)
Signature

&\‘$&

(Mitochondria)

16 oz. LIQUID

$20.00

AQUAGAIA

(Mitochondria)

32 oz. LIQUID

$40.00

GAIALYTE
TEA BREEZE

I liter

S 8.50

2 liters
1 liter
2 liters

$ 3.50
Z -0

~OCAPSULE~

1 ‘3INl”QRAPESSEDEXTRACT
% IN 1” WILD YAM EXTMCT

I

6.00
8.50

1 518.00

1
1

I

1

1

I

60 CAPSULES

ALOE PLUS
77 Alfalfa & Minerals
60 Capsules. 450 mg.

1 Bottle

(WHOLE LEAF ALOE VERA, ,,ter
(10X STRENGTH)

om(l

qt.) (CHERRY-BtRRV

o~(l

gal.1

(CHERRY)

A-C-E Anti-Oxidant
CHLORELLA

Formula (180TABLETS)

524.95

ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS (goTABLEfS)

$24.50

GNATRIM

$35.00

30 Day Supply
(24% ~xt.ract.)(lsoTABLETS)

GAMGLO
WTIOM 4 oz..
HORSETAIL TINCTURE
GAIACOL with trace minerah

BREAD

USE THE SHIPPING

or

PROGRAM

2 oz.

PLEASE ALLOW

RATE CHART

STARTING

qt.)

1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles

$24.95

Gai

E

CAFFEINE-ALCOHOL-.

$20.00
s

Colloidal Silver & Trace Gold suspended in a
distilled water fluid
PLEASE

(1

(CRANBERRY-APPLE)

$21.00

GINKGO BILOBA

Gaiandriana

(CRANBERRY)

(300 TABLETS/SOOmg. EA.)

-

CALL FOR SHIPPING

s 15.00

1 S
1 S

ALOE
JUICE
CONCENTRATE)

PACKAGES,

S 56.00

32 oz.

$96.00

WHEN

PACKAGES

3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

8.00

s 10.00

2 oz.
16 oz.

and

CALCULATING

money orders payableto:

New Gaia Products

SHIPPING

MAINTENANCE

FOR A&NON-

PACKAGES.
-

New Gaio Products

IO/95

P.O. Box 277 10
Las Vegas
NV 89126

SUB TOTAL
SALES TAX
TOTAL

f;T;;

ENCLOSED

MIXES,

FLOUR

PACKAGES AND MAIN-

$40.00

32 oz. LIQUID

AQUAGAIA

KOMBUCHA

TENANCE

BREAD

Qty. Amount

$20.()0

GAIAI’iDRIANA

MACHINES,

ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING
I

Item

SUPER
SUPER

FOR ALL BREAD

Date

For Credit Card Orders

G&

,

Expiration

residents onk

COSTS.

I
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THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED
THE
Phoenix Journals
AND HAVE BEEN
WRITTEN
TO ASSIST
MAN TO BECOME
AWARE OF LONG-STANDING
DECEPTIONS
AND OTHER
MATTERS
CRITICAL
TO HIS
SURVIVAL
AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME.
SINGLE Journals
ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journals
ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journals ARE
S5.00 EACH (Shipping extra - see right.)
l * These
marked Journals art out of stock until
further
notice.
1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME
IMMANUEL,
I AM SANANDA
3. SPACE-GATE,
THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
l*6 SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM
HELL
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY
IN A FISWBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
l*12. CRUCIFIXION
OF THE PHOENIX
**13. SKELETONS
IN THE CLOSET
**14. RRPP-RAPE,
RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND
PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX
**15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
** 16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON
l * 17. THE NAKED
PHOENIX
l * 18. BLOOD
AND ASHES
l l 19. FIRESTORM
IN BABYLON
“20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION
2 I. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE

22. PLEIADES CONNECTION VOL I
l*23. BURNT OFFERINGS
l*24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL
l*25. THE BITTER COMMUNION
l*26. COUNTERFEIT
BLESSINGS THE
ANTI-CHRIST
BY ANY NAME:
KHAZARS
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER
MANUAL
l*28. OPERATION
SHANSTORM
l*29. END OF THE MASOUERADE
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38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL. I

77.

PLAYERS

IN THE GAME

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS,
Inc.

78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOG

41. THE DESTRUCT1oN
OF A
PLANET-ZIONISM
IS RACISM
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.

lJNHoLY ALLIANCE
TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
THE FUNNEL’S NECK
55.MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000
DIVINE PLAN VOL.11
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO
THE PIT OF FIRE
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUMBEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG
TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE
PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
71. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS
VOL.1
UN-

80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
83. POLITICAL
PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING
PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK
THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION
LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS
INTO TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED
ROAD
WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND
OTHER PLAGUES

94. WINGING

Post Office
Box 27353
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

(or call)
l-800-800-5565
(Mastercard,

HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
HEAVE ‘EM OUT (Phase Three)
ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER
LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN
CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES,
MIND CONTROL-THE
RAZOR’S EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND
CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT
THE NOW
CREATE THE FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
105. AMERICA
IN PERIGAN
UNDERSTATEMENT!
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLEI
“AND OTHER FORMS OF

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:

95.
96.
97.
98.
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81 Hawaii)

1st title, $1.00 ea add’1

Bookrate-$2.50
Priority-$3.40
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76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV

40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL. II

74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE
FOLDED VOL. II

?OR INFORMATION
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..:. JOURNALS, BOOKS,

Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by
Subscription rates are: $30 for 13 issues
phone to l-800-800-5565.
(US); $35 (Canada/Mexico); $40 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $60 (US);
$70 (Canada/Mexico); $80 (Foreign); or 52 issues for $110 (US); $120
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pears on right side of mailing label.
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This is a service for our
dedicated readers.
Today’s
Watch
telephone
hotline
carries the latest news and
comments from Commander
Hatonn’s
most recent writThis is our way of
ings.
keeping you informed about
fast-breaking news and events.
The message machine will
answer after 2.rings if there
are any new messages for that
day, and after 4 rings if not.
Thus daily callers can hang up
after 2 rings and save toll
charges if no new message haa
been recorded.
The message
update(s), if any, occur by C
PM Pacific Time.

